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In survey sampling, available information about the study population can be used at 
the design and estimation stages to construct efficient procedures. The available infor­
mation, called auxiliary information, may come from a variety of sources such as official 
registers, a national census, natural resources inventories, and remote sensing data. For 
example, a register of farms contains information about the amount of production and 
the area of each farm. Geographic information systems may contain measurements col­
lected from aerial photography or satellite imagery. Availability of various inexpensive 
information from these remote sensing sources is increasing. 
Estimation is the main topic in surveys. The emphasis on the use of auxiliary in­
formation for improving the precision of estimation of population quantities of interest, 
such as the population total, mean, or distribution function, is characteristic of sam­
pling. Many methods have been suggested to use auxiliary information effectively in 
survey estimation. Most techniques incorporate auxiliary information into estimation 
via modeling. 
According to the nature of the working model used at the estimation stage, we sep­
arate the estimation methods in two types: parametric and nonparametric regression 
estimation. Parametric regression estimation using a linear model is a general tool 
with wide applicability in current practice. Nonparametric regression survey estima-
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tion, including both model-based and model-assisted approaches, is a robust method 
under parametric misspecification. Parametric regression estimation is widely used as 
a standard procedure in many applications because of good efficiency when the model 
is well-specified and many desirable properties, but interest in nonparametric regres­
sion is rapidly growing because of the need for flexible modeling in the case of model 
misspecification. 
We will review both estimation procedures and propose nonparametric model-assisted 
estimation in more general survey situations. 
2 Dissertation Organization 
The dissertation consists of two research papers. The organization of this dissertation 
proceeds as follows: 
• In the rest of Chapter 1, some brief review of survey estimation, including general 
regression estimation in parametric regression and nonparametric survey estima­
tion is given. The general properties of nonparametric regression techniques are 
summarized as well. 
• The research paper in Chapter 2 is about local polynomial regression estimation 
for two-stage sampling. This is the extension of the methodology of Breidt and 
Opsomer (2000) to two-stage element sampling with auxiliary information available 
for all primary sampling units. 
• Nonparametric model-assisted estimation in two-phase sampling following the ap­
proach introduced by Breidt and Opsomer (2000) is considered in the paper of 
Chapter 3. The nonparametric estimation is based on local polynomial smooth­
ing and the theoretical properties of the estimator are derived. 
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• Conclusions are made and some ideas for further research are suggested in Chap­
ter 4. 
3 Literature Review 
3.1 Regression Estimation 
Availability of auxiliary information about the finite population to estimate pop­
ulation quantities of study variables is common. The efficient use of such auxiliary 
information to increase accuracy in estimation is a central problem in surveys. To ob­
tain an estimator with increased accuracy, auxiliary variables assist in the estimation of 
parameters of a finite population of study variables. The basic idea in using auxiliary 
variables is that they covary with the study variables and carry information about the 
study variables. Such covariation between auxiliary variables and the variable of interest 
is used in regression estimation. 
Regression estimation is a useful technique to incorporate the auxiliary variables 
through their known population totals into the estimation stage for the construction 
of estimators with good efficiency. A working model £, called a superpopulation model, 
describing the relationship between the auxiliary variables and the study variable is 
assumed. The model explains the shape of the finite population. 
Models play an important role in regression estimation. The regression estimator 
has good efficiency if the assumed model is correct, but its design properties are not 
dependent on whether the model holds or not. Regression estimation is a type of model-
assisted survey estimation approach. Model-assisted estimation (Sârndal, Swensson and 
Wretman, 1992) provides inferences and the asymptotic framework which are design 
based, with the working model only used to improve efficiency. Thus, the regression 
estimators are model assisted and design based, but not model dependent. Typically, 
the linear models are used as a working model in regression estimation. Generalized 
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regression (GREG) estimators (e.g., Cassel, Sàrndal and Wretman, 1976; Sàrndal, 1980, 
1982) including ratio and linear regression estimators (Cochran, 1977), best linear un­
biased estimators (Brewer, 1963; Royall, 1970), and poststratification estimators (Holt 
and Smith, 1979), are all based on assumed linear models. 
The regression estimator can be expressed as a linear combination of the study vari­
able values over the sample, with sample-dependent weights including the information in 
auxiliary variables. Because the weights are independent of the study variable, they can 
be applied to any other variables of interest in the same sample. Also, when applied to 
auxiliary variables, the weights give perfect estimates, that is, known population totals 
of the auxiliary variables. The weights are said to be calibrated in the sense that the 
weighted sample sums of auxiliary varibables are equal to known control totals of the 
auxiliary variables. Calibration is a highly desirable property for the survey weights. 
Deville and Sàrndal (1992) first introduced the class of calibration estimators. The cal­
ibration estimator is constructed as a linear combination of the observed values of the 
study variable with weights chosen to minimize an average distance from the original 
sampling design weights, that is, the inverses of the inclusion probabilities, while con­
strained to satisfy side conditions, called calibration equations, stating that the weighted 
sample sums of auxiliary variables must equal the known population totals of the aux­
iliary variables. 
To discuss the asymptotic properties of the regression estimators, we consider a 
s e q u e n c e  o f  f i n i t e  p o p u l a t i o n s ,  w h e r e  t h e  A r t h  f i n i t e  p o p u l a t i o n  i s  U N  =  { 1 , . . . ,  N } .  
Associated with the ith element is the study variable y; and the A"th finite population 
vector of the study variable y is denoted by yN = (j/i,... ,yN)'- Let 0N = 0(yN) be a 
parameter of the Nth. finite population of interest. For each UN = {1,..., N}, consider a 
probability sampling design pN(-), where pN(sN) is the probability of drawing the sample 
sN C UN. When the finite population is treated as a realization from an infinite super-
population properties conditional on the finite population depend on the sampling 
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design. An estimator 9 is said to be asymtotically design unbiased for 9N if 
TV—>00 Jim [EPn(6) - 6 N\y N) = 0, 
where EPn denotes expectation with respect to the sampling design p N ( - ) ,  and an esti-
where the probability is with respect to the sampling design p N ( - ) .  The regression 
estimator is asymptotically design unbiased (ADU) and design consistent under some 
mild assumptions, irrespective of whether the working model is correctly specified or not. 
Robinson and Sàrndal (1983) gave conditions on the limiting behavior of the moments of 
the finite population and of the inclusion probabilities for asymptotic design unbiasedness 
and design consistency of the generalized regression estimator. 
We now derive the regression estimator. Consider a finite population U = A^}. 
To simplify notation, we suppress the subscript N. The goal is to estimate the population 
total, ty = J2ieu Vi-, for the study variable yt. For each i € U, the value of a vector 
of auxiliary varibales, X{ = (xu,... is known. A probability sample s C U is 
selected according to a sampling design p ( - )  with inclusion probabilities 7r; = J2s-.iesP(s) 
and nij = Hs:i,jçsp(s)i assumed to be strictly positive. The study variable y,- is observed 
for i 6 s. 
The Horvitz-Thompson (1952) estimator of ty is 
î, = ( i )  
ies 
This estimator uses only the design information and is design-unbiased, that is, Ep[fy] = 
ty. The variance of the Horvitz-Thompson estimator under the sampling design is 
mator 9 is said to be design consistent for 9N if for any rj > 0 
TV—>00 lim Pr{|0 - 9n\ > r/ \ y N }  =  0, 
Varp(iy) — Y2 (nij ~ niTCj) ——. 
i , j e U  1 7 i  7 T j  7r,' T T j  (2) 
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To improve the efficiency of the Horvitz-Thompson estimator using the auxiliary 
information a;,-, we assume that the finite population is described by the linear model £, 
y i  =  x ' f l  +  i  =  l , . . . ,N  (3) 
where e ; are independent random variables with mean zero and variance erf ,  and (3  =  
(/?i,..., f3j) is the vector of model parameters. The population fit of the model £ would 
result in estimating (3, using the N population points {($,-, y;) : i = 1,..., N}, by 
T 3  _  f X i X i \  X i V i  
~ là ) k ' 
By the principle of the Horvitz-Thompson estimation, the population parameter B is 
estimated by the sample-based fit, 
f y  ( V " ^  X i X i  \  x i D i  
The generalized regression (GREG) estimator of the population total t y  is 
i , r  =  +  
i e s  7 f i  i e u  
where y,- = $'5, and the sample-dependent weights are 
The variance of the linear approximation for t y r  is 
V i  ~ X \B  y j  -  x' .B  
AV( ty r )  — y i  ( f t i j  7r»7Tj )  
and the variance estimator is 
i j e u  
v ( t  ) = Wij ~ 9is^ Vi ~ 9j' (y>  ~ 
ijes ^ 
This variance estimator was proposed in Sàrndal (1982), and Sàrndal, Swensson, and 
Wretman (1989) studied its properties with respect to the design and under the model 
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and used the term "^-weight" in variance estimation of the generalized regression esti­
mator of the population total. If the linear model fits well, the variance of the regression 
estimator depends on residuals from the regression and thus is expected to be smaller 
than the variance of the Horvitz-Thompson estimator (2). 
3.2 Regression Estimation for Complex Survey Designs 
In many large-scale surveys, more complex designs such as multistage or multiphase 
sampling designs with various types of auxiliary information are commonly used. We 
describe the regression estimators for these designs. Two-stage sampling, in which a 
probability sample of clusters is selected and then subsamples of elements within each 
selected cluster are obtained, is often used because an adequate frame of elements is 
not available, but a listing of clusters is available. In this case, it is likely that detailed 
auxiliary information would be available for the clusters. 
We first state regression estimation in two-stage element sampling with auxiliary 
information Xi available for all clusters. Consider a finite population of elements U = 
{!,..., N} partitioned into M clusters, Ui, where i € C = {1,..., M}. At stage one, a 
probability sample s of clusters is drawn from C according to a sampling design p,(-) 
with the cluster inclusion probabilities 7r; and tt^, assumed to be strictly positive. For 
every cluster i 6 s, a probability sample s; of elements is drawn from Ui according to a 
sampling design p,(-) with the inclusion probabilities and Assume that tt^,- and 
T^ki\i are strictly positive. The study variable is observed for k 6 UzGss2-. We consider 
estimation of the population total ty = J2keu Vk = J2iec where Z, — yk is the 
z'th cluster total. 
The Horvitz-Thompson estimator of ty in two-stage element sampling is given by 
where = J2kes, Vk/^k\i is the Horvitz-Thompson estimator of ti with respect to stage 
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two. The Horvitz-Thompson estimator t y  is design-unbiased for t y .  The variance of the 
Horvitz-Thompson estimator under the sampling design can be written as the sum of 
two components, 
Varp ( t y )  =  (%v - 7r»7ri)liZL + 53 ~> 
i , j ç c  i i e c  
where 
%' — y ] {^kl\i 
k , l e U ,  
is the variance of ti with respect to stage two. 
By using available complete cluster auxiliary information, the efficiency of the simple 
design-based estimator can be improved. Assume that the M points (®4-, Z,) are well 
explained by 
t i  =  x' { {3  +  £« ,  i  -  1 , . . . ,  M 
where e,- are independent random variables with mean zero and variance of, and (3  =  
(/?i , . . .  , / 3 j )  i s  t h e  v e c t o r  o f  m o d e l  p a r a m e t e r s .  W i t h  t h e  £ , • ' s  o b t a i n e d  i n  t h e  s a m p l e  s  
as data for fitting the model, the two-stage sample-based estimator of model parameter 
vector (3 is 
/ \ — 1 j 
X { X :  \  v — >  X i t ;  B= zee z 
Vs. 
In two-stage element sampling, the generalized regression (GREG) estimator of the 
population total ty is 





where the g  weight for the z'th cluster is 
f  /  /  \  —1 
X i  \  /  X i X :  \  X i  
5
' * " 1 + L 5 z ' " £ ^  "V 
The variance estimator of the GREG estimator is 
in i \ nii IT (iv j gis(ti X{B) gjs ( t j  x j B )  gfs fz 
= ^ ^—+k^Vi 
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with 
pz -  ^k l \ i  ^k \ i^ l \ i  Vk  Vl  
k,lesi ^'l' nk\i ^l\i 
The generalized regression estimator and the corresponding variance estimator for single-
stage cluster sampling are obtained if we set t i  = t i  and Vi  = 0 for all i  G  C .  Regression 
estimators can be also derived when auxiliary information is available at the element 
level within clusters; for details, refer to Sàrndal, Swensson and Wretman (1992). 
In practical application, it is common that auxiliary information is not available for 
every element of the population. Two-phase sampling is a good choice when there is 
little or no prior information about the population, because useful auxiliary information 
can be obtained from the selected first-phase sample. 
In two-phase sampling, with regression estimation used for the between-phase in­
fe rence ,  we  cons ider  a  f in i t e  popula t ion  U = {! , . . . ,  A^} .  A  f i r s t -phase  sample  s  C  U 
of size ri; is drawn according to a sampling design pT(-) with inclusion probabilities 
7Ti = J2S:ies Pi(s) and 7r,-j = J2s-.i,jesPi(-s), assumed to be strictly positive. Given s, a 
second-phase sample r C s is drawn by a design p//(-|s). The corresponding inclusion 
probabilities 7r,js = J2r-.ier Pn(r\s) and 7r^|s = Z)r:i,jerP//(rls) are assumed to be strictly 
positive. Auxiliary information Xi is obtained for i E s and the study variable */,- is 
observed for i G r. The population total ty = J2ieu Vi is again the quantity to be 
estimated. 
In two-phase sampling, the population total t y  is estimated unbiasedly by the tt* 
estimator (Sàrndal, Swensson and Wretman, 1992, Chapter 9) 
Î — ËL 
i'Gr » 
with TT* — 7T,7r,|.. This design-unbiased estimator does not use any auxiliary information. 
The variance of the tt* estimator under the two-phase sampling design is given by 
52 Kïl» ~ • 
i , j e s  n i  n j  
Varp{ tyn*)  — 52 (%v ~~ 7 T i 7 r j )~~  +  EP I  
i , j&J  7 r «  
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We now consider explicit use of auxiliary information in the form of regression es­
timators for two-phase sampling. A model £ describes the population points in 
the following way, 
yt = x'iP + Si 
where £; are independent random variables with mean zero and variance of, and (3  =  
(/?!,... ,/3j) is the vector of model parameters. At the level of the first-phase sample s, 
the sample-based estimator of the unknown (3 is, 
to /V™^ x i x j  A X iV i  
What can be actually calculated from the available data is the second-phase sample-
based estimator 
r t  _  ( X i X i  \  X ^'  
The generalized regression estimator (GREG) of the population total t y  in two-phase 
sampling is 
2 y* ~ x'fe i 
"  ~  h  < + h  ' i  
t € r  
= 
TT: 
where the g weights for the second phase are 
/ \ -i 
X i  T — y X i \  /  X i X ;  \  X i  
=  E r - E S  £  
,i€, ~r \~r "<"i/ °f 
The g weights are shown to have the properties Ylier 9irxi/^i = Hies ^ il^i - The variance 
estimator is given by 
ta/z ; \ _ y *  y 3  I Y^ _ 7 T i \ s 7 T j \ s  9 i r{ y i  X i & )  9 j r{ y j  X j B )  
( k »«. «r n"i ' 
The result can be applied with some changes to estimation in the presence of nonre-
sponse. For a general description of regression estimation for two-phase sampling with 
an application to nonresponse, see Sàrndal and Swensson (1987). 
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In some situations, the linear models are not appropriate, and the resulting regression 
estimators do not gain any improvement over simple design-based estimators. Wu and 
Sitter (2001) consider more complex situations using nonlinear parametric regression 
models and generalized linear regression models to obtain estimators in a model-assisted 
framework by generalizing the usual calibration method of Deville and Sàrndal (1992). 
Complete auxiliary information is incorporated in the construction of the estimators by 
the model-calibration technique: auxiliary variables are used through fitted values of the 
study variable for all elements of the finite population and the weights of the estimator 
are sought to satisfy calibration constraints on the population total of the fitted values. 
The model-calibration estimators of Wu and Sitter (2001) reduce to the original calibra­
tion estimators of Deville and Sàrndal (1992) and the generalized regression estimators 
in the linear model case. 
However, as for the linear models, the efficient use of this method requires a priori 
knowledge of the specific parametric structure of the study population. This is especially 
problematic if the same model is to be used for many variables of interest, a common 
occurrence in surveys. 
Because of concern with behavior of the regression estimators under model misspec­
ification in parametric regression estimation, nonparametric models applicable to much 
larger classes of functions are considered for a superpopulation model £. 
3.3 Regression Estimation using Nonparametric Models 
Nonparametric regression is a set of flexible and data-analytic techniques to estimate 
aq regression function without assuming a specific parametric form for the relationship 
between the response variable and the covariates. Many techniques are available for 
this nonparametric approach to regression, including kernel smoothing, smoothing and 
regression splines, wavelets and orthogonal series methods. The methods based on kernel 
functions such as kernel regression and local polynomial regression have the advantages 
12 
of mathematical convenience and simple intuition. 
Using a nonparametric superpopulation model, which only requires smoothness of 
the superpopulation mean and variance functions, instead of a parametrically specified 
superpopulation model, a nonparametric regression estimator can improve efficiency 
for many more situations than a parametric regression estimator. Kuo (1988), Dorf-
man (1992), Dorfman and Hall (1993), Chambers (1996) and Chambers, Dorfman and 
Wehrly (1993) have developed model-based estimators, in which design properties are 
usually ignored, using nonparametric regression. Kuo (1988) first suggested applying 
kernel smoothing to construct model-based estimators of the population distribution 
function and the population total using a single auxiliary variable. Dorfman (1992) 
used the Nadaraya-Watson estimator of the mean function to predict each non-sampled 
study variable in estimation of finite population totals. Chambers, Dorfman and Wehrly 
(1993) include an additional bias reducing nonparametric calibration step, which requires 
specification of a working parametric model, for robust estimation in finite populations. 
Breidt and Opsomer (2000) consider nonparametric models for a working model 
£ in a model-assisted framework to improve the design properties of estimators, and 
they introduce nonparametric model-assisted estimators for the finite population total 
based on local polynomial regression. The actual efficiency of model-assisted estimators, 
that is, their design variance, depends on the goodness of fit of the model £, even 
if the design properties of model-assisted estimators are not dependent on the model 
assumptions. The local polynomial regression estimator of Breidt and Opsomer (2000) 
is a nonparametric version of the generalized regression estimator. 
The local polynomial regression (LPR) estimator proposed by Breidt and Opsomer 
(2000) shares most of the desirable design and model properties of the generalized re­
gression estimator, but under much weaker assumptions on the superpopulation model. 
The estimators are linear combinations of the study variables with weights that are 
calibrated to known control totals. The estimators and the corresponding variance esti-
13 
mators are asymptotically design unbiased and design consistent under mild conditions. 
The estimators are robust in the sense of asymptotically attaining the Godambe-Joshi 
lower bound to the anticipated variance. Simulation results show that LPR estimators 
are more efficient than parametric regression estimators when the model is incorrectly 
specified, while being approximately as efficient when the model specification is correct. 
The LPR estimator is constructed following the same process as in regression esti­
mation, described in the previous section. For simplicity we consider a single auxiliary 
variable x. In the same sampling setup as in Section 3.1, we replace the linear model 
(3) with a nonparametric formulation: 
Ui  — £ i i  I  — i ,  i  N  
where £; are independent random variables with mean zero and variance z/(x;), f i { x )  is 
a smooth function of x and v(x) is smooth and strictly positive. 
Let K h ( x ) = h~ 1 I \ ( x /h ) ,  where K denotes a kernel function and h is the bandwidth. 
Let yv = (2/1,..., yN)'. The local polynomial kernel estimator of //(%,), based on the 
entire population, is given by 
m  =  ( 1 , 0 , . . . ,  0 )  {X'j j iWuiXui) ' 1  X'uiWmyjj  =  w'u iyu ,  
where 
1  X j  —  X i  ( X j  —  X i ) q  
j € U  
X u i  — 
and 
W V i  =  diag { K h ( x j  -  X i ) } j & u  .  
Note that is a unknown population quantity, so it is estimated by a sample design-
based estimator 
h  =  ( l , 0 , . . . , 0 ) ( x : i w , i x n ) - l x : i w „y,  = w'„y„ 
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where y s  = [y i j ies  is the column vector of y?s in the sample s, 
Xsl -
and 
1 Xj — Zj • • • (xj — Xi)q 
W s i  = diag | — K h ( x j  -  X i )  1  
I J je $ 
The LPR estimator for the population total ty is 
k = EV^ + EA, 
ies ^ ieu 
- $ { v s K M »  
iGs 
where /j = 1 if j E s and Ij = 0 otherwise, and e; is ith unit vector. The LPR estimator 
is again a linear combination of the sample yi s, as was the case for the Horvitz-Thompson 
estimator (1) and the generalized regression (GREG) estimator (4). The weights u*a are 
exactly calibrated to the q + 1 known control totals N,tx,..., txq, namely, 
î'€S içU 
for t = 0,1,..., q. The asymptotic design mean squared error of the LPR estimator is 
AUSEd,)  = E (n t j  -  wjf - r ' W ,  
i . j e u  
and a consistent variance estimator is 
\rtl \ ~ Hi ~ A» V3 ~ A? 
".J  ^ ' 
The methodology developed in Breidt and Opsomer (2000) applies only to direct 
element sampling designs with auxiliary information available for all elements of the 
finite population. It is possible to consider extensions to more general survey estimation 
problems such as complex survey designs with various types of auxiliary information. 
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3.4 Review of Local Polynomial Regression Properties 
Nonparametric regression has become a rapidly developing and growing field of statis­
tics. Nonparametric approaches to regression are flexible and data-analytic ways to es­
timate the regression function without the specification of a parametric model, that is, 
to let data find a suitable function that well explains the data. Some of the commonly 
used methods to obtain nonparametric regression estimators are based on kernel, spline 
and orthogonal series functions. Local modeling techniques with kernel weights provide 
a basic and easily understood nonparametric approach to regression. Local polynomial 
regression is a generalization of kernel regression since the regression function at a point 
x in kernel regression is estimated by a locally weighted average, which can be shown 
to correspond to fitting degree zero polynomials, that is, local constants. Wand and 
Jones (1995) give a clear explanation of kernel smoothing including local polynomial 
regression. 
Mathematical and computational simplicity and good statistical properties make lo­
cal polynomial modeling an attractive approach for a variety of statistical problems. 
Nonparametric regression using locally weighted least squares was discussed by Stone 
(1977, 1980) and by Cleveland (1979). Theoretical work on local polynomial regres­
sion includes Fan (1992, 1993), Fan and Gijbels (1992, 1995) and Ruppert and Wand 
(1994). Cleveland (1979) proposes a method for smoothing scatterplots called robust 
locally weighted regression. Locally weighted scatterplot smoothing (LOWESS), intro­
duced by Cleveland, robustifies the locally weighted least squares method and has been 
implemented in the S-Plus package. Its multivariate generalization loess, suggested by 
Cleveland and Devlin (1988), is a way of estimating a regression surface through a 
multivariate smoothing procedure. 
Local polynomial fitting is a useful method from both theoretical and practical view­
points. Other traditional kernel regression estimators, such as the Nadaraya-Watson 
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estimator (Nadaraya, 1964 and Watson, 1964) and the Gasser-Muller estimator (Gasser 
and Miiller, 1979) using local constant fits have some drawbacks in bias and variance 
terms. Asymptotically, the Nadaraya-Watson estimator suffers from large potential bias. 
The Gasser-Muller estimator corrects the bias of the Nadaraya-Watson estimator but 
has an increased variance under random design. Local polynomial regression has other 
advantages. The method is readily adapted to random and fixed designs, to highly 
clustered and nearly uniform designs, and to both interior and boundary points. Local 
polynomial regression estimators do not have boundary bias, that is, they adapt auto­
matically to the boundary, and hence do not require any modifications for correcting 
the large bias problem at the boundary. Local polynomial estimators have high mini-
max efficiency among the class of linear smoothers, including those produced by kernel, 
orthogonal series, and spline methods, both in the interior and at the boundary. Fan 
(1992, 1993) discusses in detail the local linear fit in comparison with the local con­
stant fit and shows that the local linear regression smoothers have the desirable mean 
squared error (MSE), the design adaptation property, no boundary effects, and high 
asymptotic minimax efficiency properties. Fan and Gijbels (1992) prove that the local 
linear regression estimator adapts automatically to estimation at the boundary and give 
expressions for the conditional MSE and mean integrated squared error (MISE) of the 
estimator. Ruppert and Wand (1994) extend the results of Fan and Gijbels (1992) on 
asymptotic bias and variance to the case of local polynomial estimators. Fan and Gijbels 
(1996) put emphasis on methodologies with a particular focus on applications of local 
polynomial modelling techniques to various statistical problems including least square 
regression, quantile and robust regression, survival analysis, generalized linear models 
and nonlinear time series. Breidt and Opsomer (2000) apply local polynomial regression 
to model-assisted survey sampling. 
One of the important issues in nonparametric regression is the choice of the smoothing 
parameter, often called the bandwidth. In practice, the bandwidth is often selected 
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subjectively by eye, but there are many situations where it is necessary to have the 
bandwidth automatically chosen from the data. In data-driven smoothing parameter 
selection, all methods try to estimate the optimal bandwidth value, which minimizes the 
mean squared error (MSE) at a point x or the MSE over all values of x, that is, the mean 
integrated squared error (MISE) of the estimator. Most bandwidth selection methods 
attempt to find a value for the MISE-minimizing bandwidth, and thus those are called 
global bandwidth selection methods. Cross-validation (CV) is a well-known method to 
optimize the smoothing parameter, using the idea of leave-one-out prediction. However, 
the bandwidth computed by the CV method is very variable and tends to undersmooth 
in practice, that is, selected bandwidths tend to be too small. For linear smoothers, 
calculation of the CV method is easy since the expression of the leave-one-out predictor 
is a linear function of the complete data predictor. Another approach to bandwidth 
selection is to estimate MISE directly based on the data. This method estimates the 
bias and the variance of the estimator and minimizes the estimated MISE with respect 
to the bandwidth. This "plug-in" method is used most commonly in kernel regression 
and local polynomial regression. Plug-in approaches give more stable performance. The 
theoretical choice of a global variable bandwidth based on the plug-in procedure for 
the local linear smoothers was discussed by Fan and Gijbels (1992). Ruppert, Sheather 
and Wand (1995) developed a simple direct plug-in bandwidth selector for local linear 
regression that is seen to work well in practice for a wide variety of functions and is 
shown to have appealing theoretical and practical properties. Fan and Gijbels (1995) 
propose a data-driven variable bandwidth selection procedure based on a residual squares 
criterion and show that local polynomial fitting using the variable bandwidth has spatial 
adaptation properties. 
There is much interest in extending nonparametric methods to the multivariate re­
gression case since parametric modeling is not suitable for fitting regression surfaces well 
to multivariate data that are so common in many practical applications. The extension 
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of the univariate nonparametric regression techniques to the multivariate setting has 
some problems. In higher dimensions, a full bandwidth matrix requires a larger num­
ber of smoothing parameters and hence bandwidth selection becomes more complicated. 
The sparseness of data in higher-dimensional space makes nonparametric regression im­
practical. This problem, known in literature as the curse of dimensionality, means that 
neighborhoods with a fixed fraction of the points can become very big as the dimensions 
increase, so that in higher-dimensional settings, nonparametric regression techniques do 
not perform well for practical sample sizes. Several approaches have been proposed to 
deal with this problem. The additive modeling methodology as a dimensionality reduc­
tion alternative provides a simple solution. The general regression function is modeled 
as a sum of univariate functions, one for each prédit or. Nonparametric regression tech­
niques are used to estimate each univariate function. Iterative procedures known as 
backfitting, which smooth partial residuals, are used to fit the additive model. Hastie 
and Tibshirani (1990) provide a comprehensive account of additive modeling including 
generalized additive models (GAM). Hall and Turlach (1987) suggest an interpolation 
method for overcoming the problem of sparse design in local linear smoothing. The 
approach is based on adding extra design points in regions where the original design 
is too sparse. Friedman and Stuelzle (1981) proposed the projection pursuit regression 
model for nonparametric multiple regression and the backfitting algorithm for its estima­
tion. Other approaches include the alternating conditional expectation (ACE) algorithm 
of Breiman and Friedman (1985), neural networks (see Ripley, 1996) and multivariate 
adaptive regression splines (MARS) introduced by Friedman (1991). 
Ruppert and Wand (1994) study the asymptotic bias and variance of multivariate 
local regression estimators. These estimators are shown to have optimal rates of con­
vergence in Stone (1980, 1982) and have proved to be very useful in modeling real data 
(Cleveland and Devlin, 1988). Opsomer and Ruppert (1997) provide some theoretical 
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NONPARAMETRIC REGRESSION ESTIMATION 
OF FINITE POPULATION TOTALS 
UNDER TWO-STAGE SAMPLING 
A paper to be submitted to Journal of the Royal Statistical Society, Series B 
Ji-Yeon Kim, F. Jay Breidt, Jean D. Opsomer 
Abstract 
We consider nonparametric regression estimation for finite population totals for two-
stage sampling, in which complete auxiliary information is available for first-stage sam­
pling units. The estimators, based on local polynomial regression, are linear combi­
nations of cluster total estimators, with weights that are calibrated to known control 
totals. The estimators are asymptotically design-unbiased and design consistent under 
mild assumptions. We provide a consistent estimator for the design mean squared error 
of the estimators. Simulation results indicate that the nonparametric estimator dom­
inates several parametric estimators when the model regression function is incorrectly 
specified, while being nearly as efficient when the parametric specification is correct. 
The methodology is illustrated using data from a study of land use and erosion. 
Keywords: Auxiliary information, calibration, model-assisted estimation, local poly­
nomial regression, cluster sampling. 
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1 Introduction 
In many complex surveys, auxiliary information about the population of interest is 
available. One approach to using this auxiliary information in estimation is to assume 
a working model £ describing the relationship between the study variable of interest 
and the auxiliary variables. Estimators are then derived on the basis of this model. 
Estimators are sought which have good efficiency if the model is true, but maintain 
desirable properties like asymptotic design unbiasedness and design consistency if the 
model is false. 
Often, a linear model is selected as the working model. Generalized regression esti­
mators (e.g., Cassel, Sàrndal, and Wretman, 1976; Sàrndal, 1980; Robinson and Sàrndal, 
1983), including ratio estimators and linear regression estimators (Cochran, 1977), best 
linear unbiased estimators (Brewer, 1963; Royall, 1970), and poststratification estima­
tors (Holt and Smith, 1979), are all derived from assumed linear models. 
In some situations, the linear model is not appropriate, and the resulting estimators 
do not achieve any efficiency gain over purely design-based estimators. Wu and Sitter 
(2001) propose a class of estimators for which the working models follow a nonlinear 
parametric shape. As for the linear models, however, efficient use of this type of estimator 
requires a priori knowledge of the specific parametric structure of the population. This 
is especially problematic if that same model is to be used for many variables of interest, 
a common occurrence in surveys. 
Because of these concerns, some researchers have considered nonparametric models 
for £. Dorfman (1992) and Chambers, Dorfman, and Wehrly (1993) developed model-
based nonparametric estimators using this approach. Breidt and Opsomer (2000) pro­
posed a new type of model-assisted nonparametric regression estimator for the finite 
population total, based on local polynomial smoothing. The local polynomial regres­
sion estimator has the form of the generalized regression estimator, but is based on a 
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nonparametric superpopulation model applicable to a much larger class of functions. 
The theory developed in Breidt and Opsomer (2000) for the local polynomial regres­
sion estimator applies only to direct element sampling designs with auxiliary information 
available for all elements of the population. In many large-scale surveys, however, more 
complex designs such as multistage or multiphase sampling designs with various types 
of auxiliary information are commonly used. In this paper, we extend nonparametric 
regression estimation to two-stage sampling, in which a probability sample of clusters is 
selected, and then subsamples of elements within each selected cluster are obtained. 
Such two-stage sampling is frequently used because an adequate frame of elements is 
not available or would be prohibitively expensive to construct, but a listing of clusters 
is available. In this case, it is more likely that detailed auxiliary information would be 
available for the clusters. Therefore, we consider local polynomial regression estima­
tion in two-stage element sampling with auxiliary information available for all clusters. 
Results for single-stage cluster sampling, in which each sampled cluster is completely 
enumerated, are obtained as a special case. 
In Section 1.1, we describe our two-stage sampling framework and introduce appro­
priate notation. In Section 1.2, we adapt the local polynomial regression estimator of 
Breidt and Opsomer (2000) to two-stage sampling and in Section 1.3 we introduce as­
sumptions used in our theoretical derivations. Design properties of the estimator are 
described in Section 2. Section 2.1 shows that the estimator is a linear combination 
of estimators of cluster totals with weights that are calibrated to known control totals. 
Section 2.2 shows asymptotic design unbiasedness and design consistency of the estima­
tor, approximates the estimator's design mean squared error, and provides a consistent 
estimator of the design mean squared error. Section 3 describes results of a simulation 
study, in which the local polynomial regression estimator competes well with a number 
of other parametric and nonparametric estimators, across a broad range of populations. 
In Section 4, we apply the estimator to data from a 1995 study of erosion, using the 
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National Resources Inventory (NRI) data as frame materials, and conclude with a brief 
discussion in Section 5. All proofs are gathered in the Appendix. 
1.1 Notation 
Consider a finite population of elements U = partitioned into M 
clusters, denoted [/i,, U M .  The population of clusters is represented as C  —  
M}. The number of elements in the ith cluster Ui is denoted N{. We 
have U = UiecUi and N = J2iec For all clusters i G C, an auxiliary vector = 
(xu,..., xai)' is available. For the sake of simplicity we assume that G — 1; that is, the 
Xi are scalars. 
At stage one, a probability sample s of clusters is drawn from C according to a fixed 
size design pJ(-), where Pi(s) is the probability of drawing the sample s from C. Let m 
be the size of s. The cluster inclusion probabilities tt,- = Pr {z G s} = J2s-.ies Pi(s) and 
TTij = Pr {i, j G s} = J2s-.i,jesPi(s) are assumed to be strictly positive, where pj refers to 
first-stage design. 
For every sampled cluster i G s, a probability sample s , of elements is drawn from Ui 
according to a fixed size design pi(-) with inclusion probabilities itk\i and nki\i. That is, 
Pi(si) is the probability of drawing Si from Ui given that the z'th cluster is chosen at stage 
one. The size of s,- is denoted n^. Assume that irk\i = Pr {ft G s,-|s 3 i} = J2sr.kes,P>(si) 
and Trki\i = Pr {k,l G s,-|s 9 i} = Ylsr.kjes, Pi(sù are strictly positive. As is customary 
for two-stage sampling, we assume invariance and independence of the second-stage 
design. Invariance of the second-stage design means that for every z, and for every 
s 3 i, p,(-|s) = Pi(-). That is, the same within-cluster design is used whenever the 
ith cluster is selected, regardless of what other clusters are selected. Independence of 
the second-stage design means that subsampling in a given cluster is independent of 
subsampling in any other cluster. 
The whole sample of elements and its size are UjesSj and J2iesnii respectively. The 
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study variable yk is observed for k € Ui€ss,'. The parameter to estimate is the population 
total ty = J2kçu Vk - Et£C U, where ti = YlkeUi Vk is the ith cluster total. 
Let Ii = 1 if i € 5 and /,• = 0 otherwise. Note that Ep [/,•] = Ej [E7J [/,•]] = E, [/,] = 7T,-, 
where Ep [•] denotes expectation with respect to the two-stage sampling design, Ez[-] 
denotes expectation with respect to stage one, and EJ7[-] denotes conditional expectation 
with respect to stage two given s. Also, Vj(-) and VJ/(-) denote variances with respect 
to stage one and two, respectively. Using this notation, an estimator t of t is said to be 
design-unbiased if Ep ij = t. 
The simple expansion estimator of ty in two-stage element sampling is given by 
(1) 
where 
is the Horvitz-Thompson (1952) estimator of ti with respect to stage two. We will refer 
to (1) as the Horvitz-Thompson (HT) estimator. Since ti is design-unbiased for ti, the 
HT estimator îy is design-unbiased for ty. Note that îy does not depend on the The 
variance of the HT estimator ty under the sampling design can be written as the sum of 
two components, 
Varp = V7 (E„ [ t y ] )  + E, [V„ (fy)] 
(^'i ~ 7Ti7Ti)~~ + H (2) 
i , j e c  7 7 i 7 7 J  i e c  n i  
where 
% = 
= 53 (nM\i ~ 7rfc|i7r/|t) 
k,ieUi ^1 »' 
Vk yi 
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is the variance of ti with respect to stage two. A design-unbiased estimator of Vi is given 
by 
Kki\i — yk yi 
Kkl\i wk\i 7T/|i 
Note that Vi is non-random due to invariance. Note also that the result for single-stage 
cluster sampling, in which all elements in each selected cluster are observed, is obtained 
Wretman (1992, Result 4.3.1). 
1.2 Local Polynomial Regression Estimator 
The model-assisted approach to using the auxiliary information {z,},ec 1S to assume 
as a working model that the finite population point scatter {(a;,-, f;)};ec is a realization 
from an infinite superpopulation model £, in which 
where the £,• are independent random variables with [e,-] = 0 and Varg (e,) = z/(x,). 
Typically, both f x ( x )  and v ( x )  are taken to be parametric functions of x ,  such as 
the linear specification /i(x) = fijan,j{x) and v(x) = J2j where the 
and a„ tj are known functions and the (3j and Xj are unknown parameters. A variety 
of heteroskedastic polynomial regression models could be specified in this way (e.g., 
Sàrndal, Swensson, and Wretman, 1992, Section 8.4). 
As mentioned in Section 1, the model-assisted methodology offers efficiency gains if 
the working model describes the finite population point scatter reasonably well. The 
problem is that, in an actual survey, there is not a single point scatter, but many, 
corresponding to different study variables ti. Standard survey practice is to use the 
working model to construct one set of weights which reflects the design and the auxiliary 
information in {$,•}, and apply this one set of weights to all study variables. Thus, 
if we set ti — ti and Vi — Vi = 0 for all i € C. See, for example, Sàrndal, Swensson, and 
ti — ^/(Xj) Si, % — 1, . . . , AI (3) 
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it is critical to keep the model specification flexible. This is the motivation for the 
nonparametric approach which we employ. Rather than specify a parametric model, we 
assume only that fi(x) is a smooth function of x. This nonparametric working model 
has the potential to offer efficiency gains for a greater variety of populations than the 
parametric model, while maintaining most of the efficiency of the parametric regression 
estimator if the parametric model is correct. 
We now introduce some further notation used in the nonparametric regression. Let 
K denote a kernel function and hM denote its bandwidth (the choice of bandwidth will 
be specified below.) Let tc = [ti)izc be the vector of ti s in the population of clusters. 
Define the M x (q + 1) matrix 
Xa 
I  X i  —  X i  (ll - Z,)9 
1  x M  -  X i  • • •  ( x M  -  X i ) q  
and define the M x M matrix 
1  X j  —  X i  •  •  •  ( X j  —  X i )  W 
j e c  
} • J ieC 1M / > j c
Let e r  represent the rth column of the identity matrix. The local polynomial regression 
estimator of /J.(xi), based on the entire finite population of clusters, is then given by 
(4) 
which is well-defined as long as X'CiWciXci is invertible. This is the "traditional" 
local polynomial kernel estimator described in e.g. Wand and Jones (1995). 
If these ( i f  s were known, then a design-unbiased estimator of t y  would be the two-
stage analogue of the generalized difference estimator (Sàrndal, Swensson, and Wretman, 
1992, p. 222), 
___ / - — II • 
(5) 
i£s 
T T i  iec 
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The design variance of (5) is 
which depends on residuals from the nonparametric regression and hence is expected to 
be smaller than (2). Note that, since a model is assumed for the cluster totals but not 
for the individual observations, only the variance component at the cluster level in (6) 
is affected by the model. 
In the present context, the population estimator fii cannot be calculated because 
only the yk in Ujess; are known. Therefore, we will replace each //,• by a sample-based 
consistent estimator. Let ts = be the vector of s obtained in the sample of 
clusters. Define the m x (q + 1) matrix 
Xsi = 
and define the m x m matrix 




A design-based sample estimator of Hi is then given by 
X  =  e [  ( X ' „ W , < X X ' „ W „ i ,  = <t„ (9) 
as long as X'siWsiXst- is invertible. This estimator differs from traditional local poly­
nomial regression because of the inclusion of the sampling weights and the fact that the 
cluster totals are estimated, not observed. In a design-based context, these adjustments 
imply that jl° is an estimator of Hit the population fit, but not an estimator of //(x,), 
the model mean at x,-. 
Substituting ti and {1° respectively for ti and fii in (5), we have the local polynomial 




In theory, the estimator (9) can be undefined for some i G C even if the population 
estimator in (4) is well-defined. As in Breidt and Opsomer (2000), we will consider an 
adjusted sample estimator for the theoretical derivations in Section 2. The adjusted 
sample estimator for Hi is given by 
A, = fxVW.iX,, + diag|-^|' j X^WÀ = w'J„ (11) 
for some small S > 0. The value 8M~2 in (11) is a small order adjustment that guarantees 
the estimator's existence for any s C C, as long as the population estimator in (4) is 
defined for all i G C. This adjustment was also used by Fan (1992) in the study of the 
theoretical properties of local polynomial regression. We let 
= + (i2) 
i e s  i e c  
denote the local polynomial regression estimator that uses the adjusted sample estimator 
in (11). The estimator for single-stage cluster sampling is obtained if we set i; — Z, for 
all i G C. 
Modeling the cluster totals as in (3) is not the only possible approach. Another 
possibility is to model the cluster means as 
Ni t i  — Gf(Xj) -|~ C i ,  
where the e,- are independent random variables with mean zero and variance u{x;), a(x) 
is smooth, and u{x) is smooth and strictly positive. In this case fii in (12) would be 
replaced by A%, where the al are obtained via nonparametric regression of N~lti on 
Xi, using the local design matrix (7) and local weighting matrix (8). We will not further 
explore this alternative formulation here. 
1.3 Assumptions 
To prove our theoretical results, we adopt an asymptotic framework in which both 
the population number of clusters, M, and the sample number of clusters, m, tend to 
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infinity. Subsampling within selected clusters is carried out as described in Section 1.1. 
We make the following additional assumptions on the study variable, the design, and 
the smoothing methodology: 
• Al Distribution of the errors under £: 
the errors E{ are independent and have mean zero, variance u{xi), and compact 
support, uniformly for all M. 
• A2 For each M, the z, are considered fixed with respect to the superpopulation 
model £. The X{ are independent and identically distributed F(x) = /f^ f(t)dt, 
where /(•) is a density with compact support [ax,bx] and f(x) > 0 for all x G 
• A3 The mean function yu(-) is continuous on [ax, bx]. 
• A4 Kernel K : 
the kernel K(-) has compact support [—1,1], is symmetric and bounded, and satis-
• A5 First-stage sampling rate mM 1 and bandwidth hM: 
as M -> oo, mM'1 —> 7T G (0,1), hM —»• 0 and Mh2Mj{log log M) -4- oo. 
• A6 First-stage (cluster) inclusion probabilities iti andiTij: 
for all M, minl€c tt,- > A > 0, min^c tt^ > A* > 0 and 
limsupm max \nij — 7r;7r,| < oo. 
M — t o o  
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• A7 Additional assumptions involving higher-order first-stage inclusion probabili­
ties: 
limsupm2 max Ei [(A, - , - 7r,2)(/,3 - tt,3)(A4 - tt24)] 
M-too (il ,12.13,14)6^)4,M 
where D t,M denotes the set of all distinct t-tuples (îi, z2,... ,i<) from C, 
< 00, 
lim max 
M - Ï O O  ( i l , î 2 i i 3 i » 4 ) € f 4 , A f  Aj [( Al A 2 1Î2 ) ( A3 A4 7TÎ324 )] 0) 
< OO, 
and 
limsupm max 5/ (Aj - 7ri,)2(A2 - 7ri2)(A3 - 7Ti3) 
M->00 (u,î2,i3)GD3iM 
limsupm2 _ max & [(A, - ^,J(Aa - %%)(As ~ ^3)] 
M - y < X >  (>l.»2.«3}6i'3,Af < 00. 
• A8 77ie second-stage design is invariant and independent, with n,- > 1 for every 
i € s and for every possible first-stage sample s. Further, the second-stage inclusion 
probabilities are uniformly bounded away from zero for all clusters and all M. 
• A9 The second-stage joint inclusion probabilities are uniformly bounded away from 
zero for all clusters and all M. 
REMARKS: 
1. Assumptions A1-A7 are adapted from Breidt and Opsomer (2000) to the two-
stage sampling case. Under simple random sampling without replacement, the 
last expression added in A7 for this case becomes 
N2 (/Da — "ipipi 4- 2Pi) = O (1), 
with the notation that pk is the ftth-order inclusion probability of k distict el­
ements. Straightforward extension of the results in that paper shows that the 
design assumptions will hold for simple random sampling of clusters, stratified 
simple random sampling of clusters, and related designs. 
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2. The assumption in A3 is weaker than that in standard kernel regression, because 
we are not attempting to estimate the superpopulation mean function /%(-), but 
only the finite population nonparametric fits, 
3. The subsampling design can be quite general, but is subject to the mild restrictions 
outlined in Section 1.1 and additional restrictions imposed by A8 (for consistent 
total estimation) and A9 (for consistent variance estimation). If clusters are com­
pletely enumerated, then A8 and A9 are satisfied trivially, and the results of Breidt 
and Opsomer (2000) can be applied directly. 
4. For the second stage, we assume in A8 and A9 that n,- > 1 for every i G s, and for 
every possible first-stage sample s so that ti and Vi are well-defined. Alternatively, 
we can let ti = 0 and Vi = 0 when = 0 for i G 5 to make ti and Vi well-defined. 
2 Main Results 
2.1 Weighting and Calibration 
The nonparametric regression estimator can be expressed as a linear combination 
of the study variable values, with weights which do not depend on the study variable 




=  E E — W "  
ies kesi 
Thus, ty is a linear combination of the îi s in s, with cluster weights {w^} that are the 
sampling weights of clusters, suitably modified to reflect auxiliary information [x,-]iec-
Alternatively, ty is a linear combination of the y^s in U;ess,-, with element weights 
{cvts7T^-} which reflect both the design and the auxiliary information. Because both sets 
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of weights are independent of the study variable values, they can be applied to any study 
variable of interest. In particular, the weights w» could be applied to x\. If S = 0, then 
ujis = u°s and 
for I = 0,1,..., q. That is, the weights are exactly calibrated to the q + 1 known control 
totals N,tx,..., txq. If fi(xi) is exactly a çth degree polynomial, then the unconditional 
expectation (with respect to design and model) of t° — ty is exactly zero. If 5 / 0, then 
this calibration property holds approximately. 
2.2 Asymptotic Properties 
In general, the local polynomial regression estimator ty is not design-unbiased because 
the jli are nonlinear functions of design-unbiased estimators. However, ïy is asymptot­
ically design-unbiased and design consistent under mild conditions. The proofs of the 
theorems are in the Appendix. 
Theorem 1 In two-stage element sampling, and under A1-A8, the local polynomial 
regression estimator 
for all 77 > 0. 
Under the same conditions as in Theorem 1, we obtain the asymptotic design mean 
squared error of the local polynomial regression estimator ty in two-stage element sam­
pling. The asymptotic design mean squared error consists of first- and second-stage 
l'Es i£C 
is asymptotically design-unbiased (ADU) in the sense that 
lim Ev y , ^  y = 0 with £-probability one, 
M-> 0 0  p M 
and is design consistent in the sense that 




variance components, and is equivalent to the variance of the generalized difference es­
timator, given in (6). As noted after equation (6) above, the second-stage variance is 
unaffected by the regression estimation at the cluster level. 
Theorem 2 In two-stage element sampling, and under A1-A8, 
{ mE' (4r ) - (w , £ ( < i - +  ^ s 9 }  =  0  
with £-probability one. 
The next result shows that the asymptotic design mean squared error can be esti­
mated consistently under mild assumptions. 




with £-probability one, where 
v i M - H . )  «  ±  £  f t  -  m ,  -
and 
A M S E ( M ~ 1 t y )  =  &  ~  W ) ( * j  -  N )  1  3  
ij'ec nt7rj m iec771 
Therefore, V(M~1ty) is asymptotically design-unbiased and design consistent for 
Using the weighted residual technique (Sàrndal, Swensson, and Wretman, 1989), we 
could construct an alternative variance estimator with the local polynomial regression 
weights u>is in (13), 
V w ( M ~ l t y )  =  —  5 2  U i s ( û  ~  f i i ) u j j a ( t j  -  f i j ) —  —  +  
m i , j e s  m ies 
Analogous results for the generalized regression estimator are given in Result 8.4.1 of 
Sàrndal, Swensson, and Wretman (1992). 
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3 Simulation Experiments 
We performed some simulation experiments in order to compare the performance of 
the local polynomial regression estimator in two-stage element sampling with that of 
several parametric and nonparametric estimators. The estimators we used are denoted 
as follows: 
HT Horvitz-Thompson equation (1) 
REG linear regression Sàrndal et al. (1992, p. 309) 
REG3 cubic regression 
PS poststratification Cochran (1977, p. 134) 
LPRO local polynomial with q — 0 equation (12) 
LPR1 local polynomial with q = 1 equation (12) 
KERN model-based nonparametric Dorfman (1992) 
CDW bias-calibrated nonparametric Chambers, Dorfman, and Wehrly (1993) 
The first four estimators are parametric and the last four are nonparametric. Of 
the parametric estimators, HT is purely design-based and REG and REG3 are model-
assisted. For the poststratification estimator, we divide the z-range into ten equally-
spaced strata. The number of poststrata was chosen to ensure a very small probability 
of empty poststrata. 
Among the four nonparametric estimators, LPRO and LPR1 are model-assisted and 
KERN and CDW are model-based. KERN and CDW considered here are extended 
versions respectively of estimators proposed in Dorfman (1992) and Chambers et al. 
(1993) to two-stage element sampling with auxiliary information available for all clusters. 
Since the cluster total ti are unknown for sampled clusters i 6 s, the Horvitz-Thompson 
estimator ti are instead used to construct KERN and CDW. In KERN, the estimated 
m e a n  f u n c t i o n  v i a  a  n o n p a r a m e t r i c  p r o c e d u r e  u s i n g  c l u s t e r  t o t a l  e s t i m a t o r s  t s  —  
is used to predict each non-sampled cluster total ti. In CDW, we take fi(x) = x0, 
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u ( x )  =  a 2  as a working parametric model £ for CDW. Each non-sampled cluster total U  
is first predicted by estimating its parametric mean function under £ with cluster total 
estimators ts — and then its bias is predicted using nonparametric regression to 
define a robust predictor of the cluster total to misspecification of the working model. 
Note that the robust predictor can equally be viewed as a bias-adjusted version of a 
nonparametric predictor of ti under the working model f. In both KERN and CDW, 
the Nadaraya-Watson estimator is used. 
The Epanechnikov kernel, 
= 4(1 ~ 
and two bandwidth values (0.1 and 0.25) are used for all nonparametric estimators. The 
first bandwidth is equal to the poststratum width and the second is based on an ad hoc 
rule of 1 /4th the data range. Bandwidth selection for local polynomial regression will 
be explored at a later date. 
We consider several mean functions of the cluster totals: 
constant: m(z) = 1, 
linear: m(z) =  1 +  2 { x  — 0.5), 
quadratic: m(%) = 1 + 2(x — 0.5)2, 
bump: = 1 + 2(x — 0.5) -f- exp(—200(z — 0.5)2), 
jump: = {1 + 2(z — 0.5)/{c<o.65}} "f" 0.65/{x>O.65} 
exponential: = exp(—8x), 
cyclel: = 2 + sin(2?rz), 
cycle4: = 2 4- sin(87rx), 
with x e [0,1]. These represent a range of correct and incorrect model specifications for 
the various estimators considered. The constant mean function fj, 1 is correct specification 
for the HT estimator. For fi2, REG and CDW are expected to perform better than others 
because the model is rightly specified. The function //a is quadratic, so that it is smooth 
but far from linear. The function yu4 is smooth and nearly linear, ^5 is not smooth, and 
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He is an exponential curve. The functions /i7 and fis are sinusoids with period 1 and 
0.25, respectively. 
The population X{ of size M  = 1000 are generated as independent and identically 
distributed (iid) uniform(0,1) random variables. For each generated value z, and each 
study variable j = 1, • • •, 8, Ni element values are generated as 
= 4# + &' fet} iid N(0,^) 
ri i 
where k G Ui. Thus tji has mean jJ-j(xi) and variance vj{xi) = <r2. Two values for the 
standard deviation of the errors are used: a = 0.1 and 0.4. At stage one, a sample of 
clusters is first generated by simple random sampling with sample size m = 100 and 
then, at stage two, subsamples of elements within each selected cluster are generated by 
simple random sampling using sample size n;. 
We have considered three cases with different second-stage sampling rates: constant 
cluster size Ni = 100 with n,- = 100, constant cluster size Ni = 100 with n,- = 10, and 
random cluster size Ni distributed as Poisson(3) + 1 with n,- = [0.5MJ + 1, where [aj 
denotes the integer part of a. The case of constant cluster size Ni = 100 with n,- = 100 
is for single-stage cluster sampling, as a special case. This case has the similar result 
as the element sampling case with sampling rate 0.1 in Breidt and Opsomer (2000). 
In the case of constant cluster size Ni = 100 with n,- = 10, the local linear regression 
estimator does not gain a large amount of efficiency, since it is relatively difficult to find 
an identifiable pattern in the plot of the relationship between the auxiliary variable Xi 
and estimated cluster total ti due to low second-stage sampling rate. As second-stage 
sampling rate increases, the local linear regression estimator gains more improvement in 
efficiency over the other estimators. The results of constant cluster size cases Ni = 100 
with ni = 100 and Ni = 100 with n; = 10 based on 1000 replications are in Table 1 
and Table 2, respectively. Also, see Table 3 for the result of the experiment with the 
random cluster size. Such clusters of moderate and variable size might be encountered 
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in a household survey, for instance. 
For each combination of mean function, standard deviation and bandwidth, 1000 
replicate two-stage element samples from the eight fixed populations are selected and 
then the estimators are calculated. 
Each of Tables 1-3 shows the ratios of design mean squared errors (MSEs) for all 
estimators mentioned above to that for the local polynomial regression estimator with 
g = l (LPRl). Among them, Table 3 shows the result of MSE ratios for the case of 
random cluster size with a second-stage sampling rate, about 0.5, on which we report in 
detail. First, we explain briefly results in the Tables for the constant cluster size cases. 
The MSE ratios in Table 1 for the constant cluster size Ni = 100 with n,- = 100 
exhibit nearly the same patterns as those in the element sampling case with the sam­
pling rate 0.1 across all combinations of population, standard deviation, bandwidth, and 
parametric and nonparametric estimators. For comparison, refer to Breidt and Opsomer 
(2000). Both parametric and nonparametric regression estimators are better than the 
HT estimator in the MSE performance except for the constant population, where HT is 
best as is expected because the mean function is correctly specified and other estimators 
considered are competitive, and that effect decreases as the model variance increases. 
The performance of the LPRl estimator is consistently good, particularly at the smaller 
bandwidth, relative to parametric estimators. With respect to design MSE, LPRl dom­
inates REG for all populations except constant and linear (MSE ratios > 0.95), where 
it is competitive, and it dominates the higher-order parametric estimators provided it is 
not oversmoothed in cycle 1 and cycle4. LPRl also dominates the other nonparametric 
estimators considered here. 
For the case of constant cluster size Ni = 100 with n,- = 10, Table 2 shows that the 
local linear regression estimator has overall same tendency in performance, but does not 
gain much improvement in efficiency as in Table 1 over the other estimators. That seems 
to be because the estimated cluster totals with small second-stage sample sizes within 
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Table 1 Ratio of design MSE of HT, REG, REG3, PS, LPRO, KERN, and 
CDW estimators to LPRl estimator, based on 1000 replications 
of two-stage element sampling from eight fixed populations with 
M = 1000 clusters and Ni = 100 elements within each cluster. 
Sample size of clusters is m = 100 and sample size of elements 
within each cluster is n,- = 100. 
Population a h HT REG REG3 PS LPRO KERN CDW 
0.1 0.10 0.90 0.92 0.95 1.04 0.97 0.95 0.98 
constant 0.1 0.25 0.95 0.97 1.00 1.10 0.98 0.98 1.42 
0.4 0.10 0.90 0.92 0.95 1.04 0.96 0.95 0.95 
0.4 0.25 0.95 0.97 1.00 1.10 0.98 0.98 1.02 
0.1 0.10 31.41 0.92 0.95 1.41 0.99 0.99 0.95 
linear 0.1 0.25 33.14 0.97 1.00 1.48 1.37 1.56 0.98 
0.4 0.10 2.62 0.92 0.95 1.07 0.96 0.95 0.95 
0.4 0.25 2.77 0.97 1.00 1.13 0.99 1.00 0.98 
0.1 0.10 3.03 3.12 0.95 1.09 1.00 1.02 1.06 
quadratic 0.1 0.25 3.12 3.21 0.98 1.12 1.28 2.07 2.71 
0.4 0.10 1.07 1.09 0.95 1.03 0.97 0.96 0.96 
0.4 0.25 1.13 1.15 1.00 1.09 1.01 1.07 1.13 
0.1 0.10 23.70 5.12 4.09 1.90 1.05 1.35 1.38 
bump 0.1 0.25 8.79 1.90 1.52 0.70 1.07 1.26 1.20 
0.4 0.10 188 1.28 1.23 1.14 0.97 0.98 0.98 
0.4 0.25 2.62 1.16 1.12 1.04 0.99 1.03 1.03 
0.1 0.10 5.78 4.40 1.98 1.54 1.00 1.06 1.05 
jump 0.1 0.25 4.07 3.10 1.39 1.08 1.06 1.40 1.39 
0.4 0.10 1.25 1.18 1.05 1.11 0.97 0.96 0.96 
0.4 0.25 1.25 1.19 1.05 1.11 0.98 1.01 1.01 
0.1 0.10 5.63 2.98 1.01 1.28 1.09 1.14 1.14 
exponential 0.1 0.25 5.40 186 0.97 1.22 1.64 2.37 2.39 
0.4 0.10 1.28 1.08 0.95 1.04 0.97 0.96 0.96 
0.4 0.25 1.35 1.14 1.00 1.10 1.04 1.11 1.11 
0.1 0.10 43.92 15.65 1.22 2.38 1.22 1.43 1.27 
cycle 1 0.1 0.25 15.49 5.52 0.43 0.84 1.56 2.41 2.32 
0.4 0.10 3.93 1.85 0.96 1.12 0.98 0.98 0.97 
0.4 0.25 3.64 1.71 0.89 1.04 1.06 1.21 1.21 
0.1 0.10 3.70 3.70 3.37 1.66 1.21 1.96 1.97 
cycle4 0.1 0.25 0.98 0.98 0.89 0.44 1.07 1.00 1.09 
0.4 0.10 2.22 2.21 2.05 1.30 1.07 1.42 1.42 
0.4 0.25 0.99 0.98 0.91 0.58 1.06 1.00 1.07 
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Table 2 Ratio of design MSE of HT, REG, REG3, PS, LPRO, KERN, and 
CDW estimators to LPRl estimator, based on 1000 replications 
of two-stage element sampling from eight fixed populations with 
M — 1000 clusters and Ni = 100 elements within each cluster. 
Sample size of clusters is m = 100 and sample size of elements 
within each cluster is n,- = 10. 
Population a h HT REG REG3 PS LPRO KERN CDW 
0.1 0.10 0.91 0.91 0.94 1.04 0.96 0.95 0.96 
constant 0.1 0.25 0.97 0.97 1.00 1.11 0.99 0.98 1.04 
0.4 0.10 0.91 0.91 0.94 1.04 0.96 0.95 0.95 
0.4 0.25 0.97 0.97 1.00 1.11 0.99 0.98 0.99 
0.1 0.10 3.38 0.91 0.94 1.06 0.96 0.95 0.95 
linear 0.1 0.25 3.60 0.97 1.00 1.13 1.00 1.00 0.98 
0.4 0.10 1.03 0.91 0.94 1.04 0.96 0.95 0.95 
0.4 0.25 1.09 0.97 1.00 1.11 0.98 0.97 0.98 
0.1 0.10 1.08 1.08 0.94 1.03 0.96 0.95 0.96 
quadratic 0.1 0.25 1.15 1.15 1.00 1.10 1.00 1.06 1.13 
0.4 0.10 0.92 0.91 0.94 1.04 0.96 0.95 0.95 
0.4 0.25 0.97 0.97 1.00 1.10 0.98 0.98 0.99 
0.1 0.10 3.82 1.57 1.36 1.16 0.97 1.01 1.02 
bump 0.1 0.25 3.23 1.33 1.15 0.98 1.00 1.06 1.07 
0.4 0.10 1.06 0.95 0.96 1.05 0.96 0.95 0.96 
0.4 0.25 1.12 1.00 1.01 1.10 0.98 0.98 0.99 
0.1 0.10 1.63 1.52 1.06 1.11 0.96 0.97 0.97 
jump 0.1 0.25 1.62 1.50 1.05 1.10 1.01 1.09 1.10 
0.4 0.10 0.95 0.96 0.95 1.05 0.96 0.95 0.95 
0.4 0.25 1.01 1.01 1.00 1.11 0.99 0.99 0.99 
0.1 0.10 1.35 1.09 0.94 1.06 0.98 0.97 0.97 
exponential 0.1 0.25 1.43 1.15 1.00 1.12 1.06 1.11 1.12 
0.4 0.10 0.95 0.92 0.94 1.04 0.96 0.95 0.95 
0.4 0.25 1.01 0.98 1.00 1.11 0.99 0.99 0.99 
0.1 0.10 5.00 2.38 0.97 1.17 0.97 0.98 0.97 
cycle 1 0.1 0.25 4.54 2.16 0.88 1.06 1.13 1.34 1.32 
0.4 0.10 1.17 0.96 0.94 1.05 0.96 0.95 0.95 
0.4 0.25 1.23 1.02 1.00 1.11 0.98 0.99 1.00 
0.1 0.10 2.66 159 139 1.38 1.10 1.55 1.56 
cycle4 0.1 0.25 1.03 1.00 0.92 0.53 1.10 1.02 1.11 
0.4 0.10 1.13 1.12 1.10 1.08 0.97 1.02 1.02 
0.4 0.25 1.01 1.00 0.98 0.96 1.03 1.01 1.04 
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Table 3 Ratio of design MSE of HT, REG, REG3, PS, LPRO, KERN, and 
CDW estimators to LPRl estimator, based on 1000 replications 
of two-stage element sampling from eight fixed populations with 
M = 1000 clusters and iVj(~ Poisson(3) + 1) elements within each 
cluster. Sample size of clusters is m = 100 and sample size of 
elements within each cluster is n; = [0.5MJ + 1. 
Population a h HT REG REG3 PS LPRO KERN CDW 
0.1 0.10 0.89 0.91 0.94 1.00 0.96 0.94 0.95 
constant 0.1 0.25 0.95 0.97 1.01 1.07 0.98 0.98 1.29 
0.4 0.10 0.89 0.91 0.94 1.00 0.96 0.94 0.94 
0.4 0.25 0.95 0.97 1.01 1.07 0.98 0.98 1.00 
0.1 0.10 22.55 0.91 0.94 1.21 1.00 0.98 0.94 
linear 0.1 0.25 24.19 0.97 1.01 1.30 1.32 1.46 0.98 
0.4 0.10 2.18 0.91 0.94 1.01 0.96 0.94 0.94 
0.4 0.25 2.34 0.97 1.01 1.08 1.00 1.01 0.98 
0.1 0.10 2.25 2.33 0.94 1.04 0.95 0.95 0.97 
quadratic 0.1 0.25 2.41 2.50 1.01 1.11 1.14 1.71 2.18 
0.4 0.10 0.95 0.98 0.94 0.99 0.95 0.93 0.93 
0.4 0.25 1.02 1.05 1.01 1.06 0.98 1.01 1.04 
0.1 0.10 19.54 4.51 3.46 1.79 1.07 1.36 1.35 
bump 0.1 0.25 8.35 1.93 1.48 0.76 1.13 1.31 1.19 
0.4 0.10 2.43 1.21 1.11 1.07 0.97 0.98 0.97 
0.4 0.25 2.34 1.17 1.07 1.03 1.01 1.04 1.02 
0.1 0.10 4.98 4.09 1.65 1.34 1.00 1.05 1.04 
jump 0.1 0.25 3.77 3.10 1.25 1.02 1.12 1.47 1.42 
0.4 0.10 1.24 1.20 0.98 1.03 0.97 0.95 0.95 
0.4 0.25 1.29 1.24 1.02 1.06 1.00 1.05 1.04 
0.1 0.10 3.79 2.24 0.97 1.18 1.01 1.03 1.03 
exponential 0.1 0.25 3.87 2.29 0.99 1.20 1.42 1.99 2.01 
0.4 0.10 1.06 0.97 0.93 1.00 0.95 0.93 0.93 
0.4 0.25 1.15 1.04 1.00 1.08 1.00 1.03 1.03 
0.1 0.10 34.52 14.42 1.12 2.01 1.23 1.40 1.22 
cyclel 0.1 0.25 13.43 5.61 0.44 0.78 1.63 2.48 2.28 
0.4 0.10 3.18 1.80 0.93 1.06 0.98 0.97 0.96 
0.4 0.25 3.04 1.72 0.89 1.01 1.08 1.21 1.19 
0.1 0.10 3.58 3.54 3.11 1.57 1.12 1.83 1.85 
cycle4 0.1 0.25 1.04 1.03 0.90 0.46 1.12 1.04 1.14 
0.4 0.10 1.97 1.95 1.79 1.25 1.01 1.28 1.28 
0.4 0.25 1.03 1.02 0.94 0.66 1.08 1.03 1.10 
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the clusters have large variation, so that it is hard to discern the relationship between 
the auxiliary variable z, and cluster total estimate 2,-. Both parametric and nonparamet-
ric estimators using auxiliary information perform better than the simple design-based 
estimator, HT, for all cases except the constant population and the particular case of 
quadratic population with large variance of the errors. LPRl is more efficient than REG 
in most cases except the constant and linear populations, and is better than REG3 and 
PS except when it is oversmoothed in cyclel and cycle4. Also, LPRl is competitive or 
better than other nonparametric estimators. 
In Table 3, overall, the performance of the LPRl estimator is good, particularly at 
the small value of a. In general, both parametric and nonparametric estimators perform 
better than the HT estimator for all populations except constant and have more efficiency 
at the small value of a. As is expected, HT performs best in the constant population, 
where the other estimators are competitive, and REG and CDW are best for the linear 
population. 
Among the parametric estimators, REG3 and PS generally perform better than REG 
except in the constant and linear populations. LPRl is competitive or better than the 
parametric estimators in most cases, but PS in the bump population and REG3 and 
PS in the cyclel and cycle4 populations are much better than the oversmoothed LPRl 
estimator. 
Compared to other nonparametric estimators, LPRl is competitive or better in most 
cases and is likely to provide more improvement in efficiency at the larger bandwidth. 
Since the choice of the bandwidth is one of the main issues in nonparametric techniques, 
we considered the cases with three large band widths h = 0.5,1, and 1.5 to examine the 
behavior of the nonparametric estimators with respect to bandwidth, but do not report 
the results here. As the bandwidth becomes large, LPRl becomes equivalent to REG 
and the performance of LPRO and KERN becomes similar to that of HT, following the 
theoretical result. In our study, CDW becomes theoretically equivalent to the classical 
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regression estimator with a linear fit through the origin, which is less efficient than REG, 
as the bandwidth becomes large. LPRl is shown to be competitive or better than LPRO 
and KERN for various bandwidths and better than CDW for relatively large bandwidths. 
The choice of the bandwidth has an effect on the behavior of LPRl. In terms of design 
MSE, LPRO and KERN have similar behavior as the bandwidth changes. 
In practical applications, the issue of bandwidth selection should be considered be­
cause the same survey weights with a single choice of bandwidth are applied to many 
different variables of interest. Data-driven bandwidth selection based on cross-validation 
can be used for a set of similar variables of interest. 
4 Example: Erosion Study from the National Resources In­
ventory 
In this section, we apply local polynomial regression estimation to data from the 
1995 National Resources Inventory Erosion Update Study (see Breidt and Fuller, 1999). 
The National Resources Inventory (NRI) is a stratified two-stage area sample of the 
agricultural lands in the United States conducted by the Natural Resources Conservation 
Service (NRCS) of the U.S. Department of Agriculture (Breidt, 2001). The 1995 Erosion 
Update Study was a smaller-scale study using NRI information as frame material. 
In the 1995 study, first-stage sampling strata were 14 states in the Midwest and 
Great Plains regions and primary sampling units (PSUs) were counties within states. A 
categorical variable was used for within-county stratification in second-stage sampling. 
Second-stage sampling units (SSUs) were NRI segments of land, 160 acres in size. The 
auxiliary variable for each county was the square root of a size measure of land 
with erosion potential. (We used square root to reduce the sparseness of points in the 
regressor space.) The variables of interest were two kinds of erosion measurements, 
roughly characterized as wind erosion (WEQ) and water erosion (USLE). 
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At stage one, a sample of 213 counties was selected by stratified sampling from the 
population of 1357 counties, with probability proportional to xf. Subsamples of NRI 
segments within the selected counties were selected by stratified unequal probability 
sampling at stage two. In total, 1900 NRI segments were selected. 
The Horvitz-Thompson (HT), linear regression (REG), and local linear regression 
(LPRl) estimates for WEQ and USLE totals and the corresponding variance estimates 
were calculated from the sample. We calculated REG estimates with three different 
variances of the errors (v(x) oc x2, x4, and x8), denoted by REG2, REG4, and REG8 
respectively. Weighted regressions were used because the data displayed large amounts 
of heteroskedasticity (see Figure 1), which can have an effect on the parametric fit. The 
Epanechnikov kernel with three different bandwidths (h = 1,3, and 5) was used for the 
LPRl estimator. The smallest allowable bandwidth for this example is (to the nearest 
tenth) h = 1. 
Table 4 shows HT, REG and LPRl estimates of WEQ and USLE totals and estimated 
standard errors. For each estimator, weights were constructed and applied to both 
study variables. Standard errors were estimated by assuming unequal-probability with-
replacement sampling within design strata at stage one, and unequal-probability with-
replacement sampling within clusters at stage two. Using the estimated standard errors 
as a guide, LPRl with h — 1 performs best among all estimates and REG4 is best 
among REG estimates. The local linear regression fit with h — 1 is quite rough because 
there are a small number of observations in a neighborhood, so we use h = 3 for further 
comparison. Except in relatively large bandwidths (e.g. LPRl with h = 5 here), LPRl 
estimates are better than HT and REG estimates on the basis of estimated standard 
errors for both WEQ and USLE. 
Figure 1 shows the relationship between x, = square root of size measure of land 
with erosion potential and estimated county total (£,) in selected counties at stage one 
for WEQ and USLE, on both the original and square-root transformed vertical scales. 
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Figure 1 Relationship between Xi = square root of size measure of land 
with erosion potential and estimated county total (tj) in selected 
counties at stage one for wind erosion (WEQ) and water erosion 
(USLE), on both original (left column) and square root (right 
column) vertical scales. Dashed curve is weighted linear regression 
fît (REG4) and solid curve is local linear regression fit (LPRl with 
h = 3). 
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Table 4 Horvitz-Thompson (HT), weighted linear regression (REG2, 
REG4, REG8), and local linear regression (LPRl with h = 1,3,5) 
estimates for wind erosion (WEQ) and water erosion (USLE) to­
tals in millions of tons/acre/year. The numbers in parentheses are 
estimated standard errors. 
WEQ USLE 
HT 443.6 551.5 
(49.4) (31.8) 
REG2 v ( x )  oc x 2  
R E G 4  v ( x )  o c  x A  
















In all plots, the weighted linear regression fit with variance proportional to x4 (REG4) 
and the local linear regression fit with bandwidth h = 3 (LPRl) are included. (The 
square root transformation in the figure is included to make differences in the fits more 
discernible.) 
The LPRl fit appears quite sensible. It is at least competitive with the REG esti­
mators, if not better, but requires neither mean nor variance function specification. The 
same weights used for WEQ and USLE could be applied to any other study variables 
obtained in the Erosion Update Study, with efficiency increases over HT if the variable 
is dependent on the erosion potential size measure, and with efficiency increases over 
REG if the dependence is non-linear. 
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5 Conclusion 
We have developed a nonparametric survey regression methodology for two-stage 
finite population sampling, in which complete auxiliary information is available for all 
first-stage sampling units. The estimator is a linear combination of cluster total esti­
mators, with weights that are calibrated to known control totals. This weighted form 
is operationally convenient. Further, the estimator has desirable theoretical properties 
including asymptotic design unbiasedness and design consistency. Simulation results 
show that the nonparametric estimator dominates several parametric estimators when 
the model regression function is incorrectly specified, while being nearly as efficient when 
the parametric specification is correct. In an application to data from the 1995 National 
Resources Inventory Erosion Update Study, the nonparametric methodology compares 
favorably with Horvitz-Thompson and classical survey regression estimates for wind and 
water erosion. 
Appendix: Technical Derivations 
In this appendix, we first state and prove three lemmas, then prove the theorems of 
Section 2.2. The proofs involve straightforward but tedious bounding arguments, and 
are similar to those in Breidt and Opsomer (2000). 
In what follows, asymptotic properties (including convergence and o(-) or O(-) be­
havior) hold almost surely with respect to £, or more specifically, with respect to the 
joint probability measure induced by the random vectors {(x,-, t{)}i
€
c- For conciseness, 
we will not replace "almost surely with respect to £" throughout the arguments, but 
instead will consider it understood. 
In order to examine the design properties of the local polynomial regression estimator, 
we use the Taylor linearization technique. Note first that //,• and jl,• can be expressed as 
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functions of population means; that is, for some function /, 
H i  =  f ( M ~ 1 S i ,  0) and = f ( M ~ l S i ,S) 
where 
Si — 
S u  
S 2 i  
Su — [5iiaL=i 






S2i — [S2i'g]gi1 — £ è-K ( 
k e c  hM V hM 
G2 - G2 
= 
) y Zigk^k 





Sit' — [Slis] ij — 










-  Ik  53 ziakh — 
tec TTfc 
G2 
9=1 kçC ' lM x "M / ^Tfc 
For local polynomial regression of degree ç, Gi = 2q + 1 and (?2 = q + 1. 
Now, we define f x  s i  by substituting s, for s,- in fc; that is, f x S i  = /(M_1s;,5). Using 
the mean value theorem, 
d Hài 





for some S* € (0, J), and we let 
RiM 
where 
~  ¥  S  • ( è  "  ' )  "  ¥  £ Z M  ( ' *  ê " ' 1  tec 
_ ^ d f i j  
Zui 
~ ^ a(M-i«lig) Zigk  
(15) 
S i — S i  
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and 
g. dji i 
hi d(JVf-'l2i,) Zigk-S ,  =  S i  
Lemma 1 Under A1-A8, 
A, = o 
Proof of Lemma 1: Note that 
m2h2 
EE, 








M ttc ' 
s2ig — s2ig 
M 
m2 h2 
EE, M ^ ' 









M ftc ' 
B\M + #2 M + Bzm-
(hig — hig)2(s2ig ~ $2igY 
M4 
Now B2M = 0(1) by the proof of Lemma 3 in Breidt and Opsomer (2000), so to show 
that BIm + B2m + B3m = 0(1), it suffices to show that BLM = 0(1), and then use the 
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality on B3M. Using the independence of the second-stage design, 
B 1M ^"2 ^2 1 j^2 ^ xi  ^  J^2 ( xl X* 
M iec k& M4hi h> 
(xt - x,)2'»"1^, -
n*i 
m h 21,2 EE M iec këc M4h*M 
1 zz4 [xk Xi\ (Xk _ x.y(g-^)4 
h M 7TÏ 
< cl Y" I 
MA4 & & M h M  
C2 1 I{xi-hM <xk<Xi+hM} 
iec tec 
+ MhM\3 ^ M h ,  
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which is bounded by Lemma 2(i) in Breidt and Opsomer (2000). 
Lemma 2 Under A1-A8, 
= (16) 
Proof of Lemma 2: We write 
"77 53 EP(/Â' - Vif — "77 53 Ep(Ai _ Va)2 + "77 53 Ep(^<i ~ /^)2 
m iec iec iW i'ec 
2 
+ 53 Ep [(At - V6i)(Vsi - Hi)} • (17) 
«6C 
By (15), the first term on the right side of (17), 
M 53 Ep(Ai~~ H si)
2 
iec 
M3 53 53 znkzui 
Kkl ~ TTfcTT; 





53 53 Z2ikz2il&-, 
iec k,iec 
y ] ^lifcEp 
:',t€C 
TTtTT, 
h —  -  t k )  ( h —  -  U  7T k  / V 7T/ 
A. M ( — - 1 
7T& + Âf2 53 Z2i*Ep i,kec 
TTfc / V 7T/ 
? ^ À-
P*iM [tk tk 
Kk 
+ 4 e e » [ < ] .  M (18) iec 
Using the proof of Lemma 4 in Breidt and Opsomer (2000), the first term on the right 
side of (18) converges to zero as M —y oo. Next, 
1H53 53 Z2'tZ2,(Ep 
m iec k,iec 
53 53 Z2ik l bk 
t k —  -  t k )  ( t l —  -  t l  
Tïk / V 7Tl 
Af3 ^ 
2 1+ 2^ Tffc , % \ , 1 V* -i x tu h 




7 T k  T T k )  M3 ' iec fc#z 
ftkl - KkTTl 
TTfcTT; 





—^ 0 ciS Af —^ oo 
+ T7 . max, . |TTj j - TTiTTj | —— ]T 53 
iec Uec MHM 
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under A5, A6, A8, independence of the second-stage design, and using Lemma 2(i) in 
Breidt and Opsomer (2000). Also, M~l Yliec EP [R]M] converges to zero by Lemma 1, 
and then the remaining cross-product terms go to zero by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. 
By equation (14), the second term on the right side of (17), M ~ l  J 2 i e c  Ep (//»,• — /u,)2, 
clearly converges to zero as M —y oo. The last cross-product term of (17) goes to zero 
by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, and hence the result follows. 
Lemma 3 Under A1-A8, 
53 (Ai - /W(A? - Psj) (l —L) (i - -J-
i , j e c  ^  \  K j  
= 0. 
Proof of Lemma 3: By (15), 
WE' y  ( A , - — — m) ( i  -
M4 53 zukZijiEp 
1 V 1  i , j , k , i e c  
1 _ £)  i 1 ' ^ )  ( 1 _ ê)  ( ' - £ )  
2m 
'IF ^ y Z \ i k Z 2 j l ^ f  
m  
'~M* m  i , j , k , l £ C  
2m 
53 ^ifc^j/Ej; 
1 _è)  (1 _ t ,  
1 - - )  ( l - ^  
M 3  i , j , k e c  
~TH 53 z2^'E? 






V KiJ \ 7r,/ V TTfc 
7Tj 
7I\-





— + C*2M + CsM + C-lM + CsM + Cbm-
h 
Kk 
tk ~ tk — 
^Tk 




- Û -7T, 
t l  ~  t l ~  
7T; 
Here, the first term, CiM, is identical to that of the proof of Lemma 5 in Breidt and 
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Opsomer (2000) and thus converges to zero as M —> oo. Next, 
C3M - E Z2ikZ2jl&I 
i , j , k , l e C : k ^ l  
1  —  — )  ( l  —  —  )  h  ( l  -  — ) t i  ( l  - -
7r,7 \ 7Tj y V TTfc/ X 7T; 
m 




I k  
7TÎ 
m V~^ z2ikz2jk^k -p 
M4 ^ ^ ' h3 ,kec ^^j^k 
{ I t  ~  7T«) { I J  ~ %j) (A - TTt)2 
m E E , [ ( / , - T i ) ( A - T t ) ]  
m 
M
"  i , ~ € C  
(19) 
Each of terms on the right side of (19) is shown to converges to zero as M -4 oo, 
following the same bounding arguments as in the proof of Lemma 3 in Breidt and 
Opsomer (2000). We omit the details. The C&M term converges to zero by Lemma 1 and 
A6, and then the remaining cross-product terms go to zero using the Cauchy-Schwarz 
inequality. Therefore, the result is proved. 
• 
Proof of Theorem 1: By Markov's inequality, it suffices to show that 
lim Er 
M — t o o  




ty ty ti fii f h , \ . V-v "l "I *t . v-v 
2^~irr~ Ir: ~1 + z ^ ~ u ~~ + l. M ~ M \7Ti 
ti ti Ii | Hi Hi I 1 
iec M 7Ti l6C M 
Then 
Er 
t y  t y  
M 
< E, |E ti Hi ( I* 
tec M \TTi 
— - 1 + ME ti ti Ii M TTi 
2Ï 1/2 
+ Et E 
L iec 




( l - T T - ' U ) 2 '  
M 
1 /2  
(20) 
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The first term on the right of (20) converges to zero as M —>• oo under A6, and the fact 
that 
1 
limsup — ^ 2(U - Hi)2 < oo, 
,ec M — y o o  M  
following the argument of Theorem 1 in Robinson and Sàrndal (1983). Using A6, A8, 
and the independence assumption of the second-stage design, 
ME 
<«ec 
ti ti Ii 
M T T i  
V„(f,) A 
7T? •  - , ( e ^ ) = E - [ E  
=  i k t i  -  â s S S  ^ 0  a s  M ^ ° ° -






7TV ( 1  -  T T i )  1  
iec M IT} ~ A 
Combining this with Lemma 2, the last term on the right of (20) converges to zero as 
M -4- oo, and the theorem follows. 
• 
Proof of Theorem 2: Let 
m 1/2(Sr^) = ""+t"+c" 
where 
Then 
mEp( y y j — EpJa^J + Ep+ Ep[C2M + 2Ep [ a M b M \  + 2Ep[aMcM] + 2Ep[6McM] 




Cm — 171 
ti ~ Hii | 
M 1 
Hi — Hii 
M 
û — ti Ii 
7 T i  
i , 
'it I -, Ii 





Using equation (14), 
EP K ^  E f t - « ) ( ' , - « )  
TTt'j 7T,' 7T j 
+0(1) ,  
and by Lemma 3, 
Er i^E> E (Ai - l'i'iÙ1] - Htj) ( 1 —-) fi - j 
Li,iec 
—^ 0 as M —^ 00. 
7 T i  TTi 
Next, 
EP [C2M] = mEp ( 5] 
V'ec M 7T{ 
JH-yYi < lJ_y v-
which remains bounded by A6 and A8, and 
Ep [aMcM] = E; [aMEjj[cM]] = 0 because Eu ti = ti for all i € C. 
The remaining cross-product terms converge to zero by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, 
and hence the result is proved. 
• 
Proof of Theorem 3: We write 
mE, V(M-%) - AMSE(M-%) 
< E iu - m)(4 -
i,iec 7r,7rJ 
+mEp —— 53 {2(^i - - Ai) + (z^i ~ Ai)(^j — Ai)} 
^ i,iec 
+mE, ^ E 2(i, - „••)& - 'ih 1 
^  i j  j  i  i  ï j  
7TÎ 7T jr" 7T ij 
7T17Tj 7Tz'j M V^TÏ +mE,l M7 53."'' ~ ~ " ' ' I.'. ~ TH E (— - 1 ) v< 
+-4-&E^.z-i&E^ 
i e c  M 2  i e C  
— AM + B m  -f- C M  +  D M  +  E M .  
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using A5, A6, A8, and Lemma 2. 
For CM, consider 
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5  ^  0  a s M ^ ° °  
by A5, A6, A8, and independence of the second-stage design, and 
( t i  /i{ k  H ' k  ) 7T,'j m i T j  7T k j  TTfcTTj /, I j  Ik  
c-3 M m E/ E 
hj,keC:t^j,k^j 
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M TTi/Kj TTkTTj 7Tij 7Tkj 
{m maXijeC:i#j l^ij ^î'^jl) 1 YlieC ^4 Si£c(^' Hi) 
0 as M —>• oo 
M M M 
by A6, A8, and the independence assumption of the second-stage design. Then Cg# 
goes to zero as M —> oo by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, and it follows that CM —> 0 
as M —» oo. 
Next, for Z)M 
E 
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m m maxjjgc^j 17r,-j - 7rt-7rfe| 1 ^ 
M A" 
0 as M —y oo 
by A5, A6, A8, and the independence assumption of the second-stage design. Thus, 
Dm —y 0 as M —y oo. 
Finally, we consider E M :  
m2 „ rv,oi 1 m2 ^ tt,-,- m2 
M* iec 
E V f h r  +  x s  E  
7 r
'  i , j € C : i j t j  K i T T j  M4 . jgg 
m2 1 m m max;jec-.i^j \^ij ~ | V2 m2 1 ^ V? 
~  M 2  A M ^ M  M  M X 2  ) - L  M  ~  M 2  ~ M  ^ M î€v t€v ifcC 
—^ 0 as A4 —^ oo 
under A5, A6, A8, A9, and the independence assumption of the second-stage design, 
and so EM converges to zero as M —y oo. The result is proved. 
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NONPARAMETRIC MODEL-ASSISTED ESTIMATION 
IN TWO-PHASE SAMPLING 
A paper to be submitted to Annals of Statistics 
Ji-Yeon Kim, F. Jay Breidt, Jean D. Opsomer 
Abstract 
Nonparametric model-assisted estimation for two-phase sampling is considered. The 
nonparametric estimator, based on local polynomial regression, has most of the de­
sirable properties of the generalized regression estimator, but the assumptions on the 
superpopulation model are much weaker. The estimator for the total of a finite pop­
ulation is expressed as a weighted sum of the study variable of interest observed in a 
second-phase sample. Asymptotic design unbiasedness and design consistency of the 
estimator and the corresponding variance estimator are established. Simulation exper­
iments show that the estimator is more efficient than parametric regression estimators 
when the model regression function is incorrectly specified, while being approximately 
as efficient when the parametric specification is correct. 
K e y  w o r d s  a n d  p h r a s e s :  Survey regression estimation, local polynomial regression, 
nonparametric superpopulation model, double sampling. 
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1 Introduction 
Breidt and Opsomer (2000) proposed a model-assisted survey regression estimator of 
finite population totals based on local polynomial smoothing. The estimator has the form 
of the generalized regression estimator, but is based on a nonparametric superpopulation 
model instead of a linear, parametric model. The estimator is designed for a single phase 
of sampling. In this study, we extend the nonparametric regression estimator of Breidt 
and Opsomer (2000) to two-phase sampling. 
The local polynomial regression estimator introduced in Breidt and Opsomer (2000) 
has most of the desirable design and model properties of the generalized regression es­
timator. The estimators are linear combinations of study variables with weights that 
are calibrated to known control totals. The estimators and the corresponding vari­
ance estimators are asymptotically design-unbiased and design consistent under mild 
assumptions. The estimators are robust in the sense of asymptotically attaining the 
Godambe-Joshi lower bound to the anticipated variance. Simulation results show that 
the estimators are more efficient than the parametric regression estimators when the 
model is incorrectly specified, while being approximately as efficient when the model 
specification is correct. 
A drawback of the local polynomial regression estimator is that it requires the avail­
ability of auxiliary information for every element of the population. In many populations, 
such detailed information is not available. When there is little or no useful information 
about the population elements, two-phase sampling (sometimes called double sampling) 
is commonly used. Auxiliary information is obtained at the first phase and used to 
improve the design or estimator at the second phase. (Note that the theory for two-
phase sampling, with certain modifications, can be applied to estimation in the case 
of nonresponse.) Extensions to more than two phases are called multiphase sampling. 
In this work, we consider two-phase sampling, with regression estimation used for the 
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between-phase inference. 
In Section 1.1 we describe the two-phase sampling design and in Section 1.2 we give 
the local polynomial regression estimator. In Section 1.3, we introduce assumptions to 
prove the theorems in Section 2. Design properties of the estimator are described in 
Section 2. Section 2.1 shows that the estimator is a weighted linear combination of the 
study variable values in the second-phase sample and Section 2.2 shows that the esti­
mator is asymptotically design-unbiased and design consistent. Section 2.3 provides an 
approximation of the estimator's design mean squared error and a consistent estimator 
of the design mean squared error. Section 3 gives simulation results of the estimator, 
comparing to several parametric estimators, and conclusions are made with a brief dis­
cussion in Section 4. Proofs of the theorems and lemmas needed for the proofs are 
gathered in the Appendix. 
1.1 Two-Phase Sampling 
Consider a finite population of elements U  =  N } .  A first-phase prob­
ability sample s, C U of size n, is drawn according to a fixed size sampling design 
Pz(-), where Pi(sj) is the probability of choosing the sample S/ from U. The correspond­
ing inclusion probabilities ir7i- = J2si-.iesi PI(SI) and nnj = Y2sI-.i,jesI PI(SI) are assumed 
to be strictly positive for all i,j 6 U. Given s,, the second-phase sample SJJ C s7 
of size nu is drawn according to a fixed size design Pn(-\$r) with inclusion probabil­
ities 7r,jS; and 7rz-j|S/. That is, p//(s/J|s/) is the conditional probability of choosing s7/ 
from Sj given that Sj is chosen in phase one. Let ttz-|S/ = ZSj/;ieS// P//(s7/|s/) > 0 and 
TTij\SI — J2SlI:i,jesn Pii(su\si) > 0 for all i,j 6 s7. An auxiliary variable, z,, is obtained 
for i € S/ and the study variable of interest, yi, is measured for i € sn C s,. For 
simplicity we assume that the auxiliary variables are scalars. 
Let Ii = 1 if i 6 sn and = 0 otherwise, Iji = 1 if i G Sj and = 0 otherwise, and 
A(s//|-s/) = 1 if i € sT is in the second-phase sample sn C s7 and /{(sj/js/) — 0 otherwise. 
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Note that Ep[/j] — Ep/[//jEp^[/i(.Sjj|.Sj)]] — Ep^[/jt7Tj|S/] and Ep[//i] — Ep^[ I n ]  — tt/i, where 
Ep[-] denotes expectation with respect to the two-phase sampling design, EP/[-] denotes 
expectation with respect to phase one, and EP//[i] denote conditional expectation with 
respect to phase two given the sample sT realized in phase one. With this notation, an 
estimator î is said to be design-unbiased for t  if Ep j t  = t .  
In two-phase sampling, the population total t y  — J2it=u H i  is estimated unbiasedly by 
the 7T* estimator (Sârndal, Swensson, and Wretman, 1992, Chapter 9) 
= £ 17- (i) 
i £ s n  7 r '  
where TT* = 7r/î-7r,|S/. Note that the TT* estimator does not use any auxiliary information 
other than that contained in the inclusion probabilities. The variance of the TT* estimator 
under the sampling design is given by 
Varp ( t y ,r.) = 52 ( w j i j  -  T T j i l T j j )  —  —  + Ep/ 52 (na\»i -
ni Wj 
(2) 
reflecting the variation due to each of the two phases of sampling. The second component 
of the variance is not stated in an explicit form because the second-phase inclusion 
probabilities may depend on the first-phase sample sr actually realized. 
1.2 Local Polynomial Regression Estimator 
The local polynomial regression estimator improves on the TT* estimator by using aux­
iliary information x\ obtained at the first phase. The estimator is motivated by modeling 
the point scatter (x;, yt) in the finite population as a realization from a nonparametric 
superpopulation model £ in which 
V i  —  ^ ( ^ - î )  
where the e,- are independent random variables with mean zero and variance v ( x i ) ,  / i ( x )  
is a smooth function of x, and u{x) is bounded and strictly positive. 
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The mean function fx  will be estimated by nonparametric regression. Let K denote 
a kernel function and let hN denote its bandwidth (the choice of bandwidth will be 
specified below.) Let ySj = [yi]ieSj be the vector of y,-'s in the first-phase sample. Define 
the r i j  x ( q  +  1) matrix 
= 
1 Xx — X{ (%1 - %i)9 
1  X j  —  X i  •  •  •  ( x j  —  X i ) g  j£si 
1  X U j  X {  •  *  *  * ^ i ) ^  
and define the n1 x n, matrix 
Let er represent the rth column of the identity matrix. The local polynomial fit of /J,(X{), 
based on the first-phase sample, is given by 
(3) 
as long as X ' S [ i W S l i X S l i  is invertible. Conditional on s 1 }  we can construct a "phase one 
difference estimator" 
t* ~ M* ^ 
ÎGsj 
This estimator is design unbiased with design variance 
Varp (**) = 53 ~ nana) — — 
7T; 
+E PI 52 (^«ïkj 7riis/7rji«/ ) 
i , j  Gs /  TT; 7T,-
(5) 
The second component of the variance depends on the residuals from nonparametric 
regression, and so is expected to be smaller than (2). Note that the first-phase variance 
components of the difference estimator and the TT* estimator are identical. 
However, the ^{sj) cannot be calculated because only the y,- in the second-phase 
sample su are known. Therefore, we will replace jx°(sj) by an estimator based on 
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the second-phase sample. Let y s j j  = [ y i } i £ S J I  be the vector of y,'s in the second-phase 
sample. Define XSlIi by analogy with Xs/Î-, but containing only the second-phase sample 
elements, and define tys//|s/i- as 
1  „  ( X j  —  X i \  1  
W.„k„ = diag^-/V, „ , h*, , , jesii 
An estimator of ^(sj) based on the second-phase sample is then given by 
H i  (s//|s/) — e 1  ( x  S [ [ i W  S l I \ S I i X  S I I i j  X s i i i w s u \ s i l y s i l  — w  s j i ^ s i i y  s n ,  (6) 
as long as X '  - W  S l I \ S l i X  S l I l  is invertible. The two-phase local polynomial regression 
estimator of ty is then 
i>„k) = £ ( ? )  
îês/ 71-/1 i6sjj 
In theory, the estimators (3) and (6) can be undefined for some i 6 U. As in Breidt 
and Opsomer (2000), we will consider adjusted sample estimators, which are well-defined 
for any first- and second-phase samples s, with Pi(sj) > 0 and su with p//(s//|s/) > 0 
such that sn C Sj C U, for the theoretical derivations in Section 2. 
The adjusted sample estimators for and /^(sjjIsj) are given respectively by 
AN = ei + diagj-^j J =  w ' s i i y s j ,  (8) 
and 
A z '(s// |sj) e 1  ^ X  S i i i W  S l I \ S l i X  S j I i  + diag ^ ^ ^ su\sj%y S// w s n \ s i >y *i i  
(9) 
for some small S  > 0. The value 5 N ~ 2  in (8) and (9) is a small order adjustment that 
guarantees the estimators' existence for any Sj with p/(sj) > 0 and Su with P//(s//|s/) > 
0. We let 
4Wkz)  =  E  +  E  
i£s j  7 1 - / 1  îês/ j 
denote the two-phase local polynomial regression estimator that uses the adjusted sample 
estimator in (9). 
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1.3 Assumptions 
The asymptotic reasoning in Section 2 requires a conceptual framework with a se­
quence of increasing populations, so that N, n7, and nu tend to infinity. We make 
several assumptions to prove the theorems in Section 2. 
• A1 Distribution of the errors under £: 
the errors £,• are independent and have mean zero, variance v(xi) and compact 
support, uniformly for all N. 
• A2 For each N, the x,- are considered fixed with respect to the superpopulation 
m o d e l  £ .  T h e  x , -  a r e  i n d e p e n d e n t  a n d  i d e n t i c a l l y  d i s t r i b u t e d  F ( x )  =  f ( t ) d t ,  
where /(•) is a density with compact support [ax, bx\ and f(x) > 0 for all x £E 
• A3 The mean function //(•) is continuous on [ax,bx], 
• A4 Kernel K: 
the kernel K(-) has compact support [—1,1], is symmetric and bounded, and satis-
bandwidth hN : as N —• oo, 
n I N ~ 1  — ¥  n i  € (0,1), n j j n J 1  7t2 € (0,1), /iN —>• 0 and Nh2N/(\og log N) —>• oo. 
• A6 First-phase inclusion probabilities ITJt- and : 
for all N, min,e[/7rZi > A > 0, minijej/TT/ij > Ai > 0, and 
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• A5 First-phase sampling rate n,N 1, second-phase sampling rate % and 
limsup nj max \rvjij — < oo. 
N - ¥  o o  
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A7 Second-phase inclusion probabilities and 7r,-j|S/: 
for any Sj with > 0, min,Gs/ Tr^Sl  > A+ > 0, min;jes/ 7rij|S/ > Aj1" > 0, and 
limsup nu max |7ri-jiS/ — < oo. jV-j-oo 
A8 Additional assumptions involving first-phase higher-order inclusion probabili 
ties: 
limsup n3j max 
N - ï  OO (î'l,î2,î3!Mi«5>*6)£-D6i!7 Epi [{Ilii ^li\ )(-^/î2 ^ I Î2 ) ( ^  1^3 iiA ) 
X(Ais — 7T/is)(//{6 — TT/tg )] < OO, 
where D t,v denotes the set of all distinct t-tuples (z1; z2, ...,?<) /rom U, 




-®p/ [(^il^'2 ^Ihii )] 0, 
< OO. limsup n, max £p/ - 7r/fl)2(/Jî2 - 7r,ia )(/Jt-3 - 7rJt3) 
" 
v
— (il |82|83)€-D3,C/ 
A9 Additional assumptions involving second-phase higher-order inclusion proba 




-f-rl,s-r) ^iils/X^C5//!5/) 7r*21»/ ) 
- 7rî3|S/)(4(^//|5/) - 7ri4|5/)]l < oo, 
where D t lSI  denotes the set of all distinct t-tuples {ii, i2,..., z't) /rom s/; 
lim max 
N - t o o  ( i \ , i 2 À 3 < u ) Ç . D 4 i S I  
E. PU {LIL (•5//|s/)^2 {SII |^j) ^I1I2 |s/ ) 
X(4(S//|S/)^4(5//|S/) - 7r«3«4|s/)] = °) 
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and 
limsup nu max 
N - t  o o  ( i ' i , i 2 , i 3 ) G D 3 , s j  
^P// (^//|s/) 7Tii|S/) (^2 I " ® / )  
x ( U 3 ( s n \ s l )  — ^î'sls/)] < OO. 
• A10 Covariance with respect to phase one: 
limsupn,, max 
N-»oo i,jeU:i^j 
Covp, < oo, 
and 
lim sup n2jj max 
TV—^OO V ^î'Is/^ils/ TTfcl./TT/l.j J 
o(l). 
REMARKS: 
1. Assumptions A1-A9 are adapted from Breidt and Opsomer (2000) to the two-
phase sampling case. Under simple random sampling without replacement, the 
first expression added in A8 becomes 
N3 (^ pe — 6p$pi + \5p4p\ — 20/93/?i + \§p2p\ — 5pf^  = 0(1), 
with the notation that pk is the fcth order first-phase inclusion probability of k 
distinct elements. Assumptions A6-A9 related to first- and second-phase inclusion 
probabilities of the design can be easily shown to hold for simple random sampling 
without replacement in both phases. 
2. Assumptions A7 and A9 imply that the expressions involving second-phase inclu­
sion probabilities are uniformly bounded for any sf  with Pi(sj) > 0 and for all N, 
so that the expectations of those expressions with respect to phase one are also 
bounded. 
3. The covariance representation over the first-phase design in A10 is not expressed 
explicitly because second-phase inclusion probabilities depend on the first-phase 
sample Sj. The expressions in A10 hold for simple random sampling without 
replacement in both phases. 
2 Theoretical Results 
2.1 Weighting and Calibration 
The local polynomial regression estimator can be expressed as a weighted second-
phase sample sum of the study variable of interest, with weights including auxiliary 
information which do not depend on the study variable. These weights are very useful 
in practical applications. From (9) and (10), note that 
Thus, ^(s/zls/) is a weighted linear combination of y;'s in s H .  Because the weights 
are independent of y,-'s, they can be applied to any study variable of interest. In case 
of S = 0, the weights tv,-S//|S/ = w°SjI|S/ are not calibrated to known control totals but 
are calibrated to the Horvitz-Thompson estimators of known control totals over the 
first-phase sample. That is, for the local polynomial regression weights a>°S/j|S/, 
for i = 0,1,..., q and the unconditional expectation (with respect to design and model) 
of i^S/zIs/) — ty is exactly zero if fi(xi) is exactly a çth degree polynomial. 
(H) 
i'Es/j 
i £ s j j  i & s j  
£ <„„4 = E f: 
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2.2 Asymptotic Design Unbiasedness and Design Consistency 
The following theorem shows that the local polynomial regression estimator ^ (s^s/) 
in two-phase sampling is asymptotically design-unbiased and design consistent under 
mild conditions. 
Theorem 1 In two-phase sampling, under A1-A7, A9, the local polynomial regression 
estimator 
=  53 —  {/Ms//Is/) +  ( H i  —  P - i ( s n \ s , ) ) —  ! — - 1 
iesj17!i I ni\si J 
is asymptotically design-unbiased (ADU) in the sense that 
t y  
lim Ep 
TV—too N 
and is design consistent in the sense that 
TV^o M\ty(su\si)~ty\>Nrl}. 
0 with £-probability one, 
= 0 with if-probability one 
for all T] > 0.  
The proof is in the Appendix. 
2.3 Asymptotic Design Mean Squared Error 
In this section we derive the asymptotic design mean squared error of the local 
polynomial regression estimator ty(s//|s/) and propose a consistent variance estimator. 
The asymptotic design mean squared error is given as a sum of first- and second-phase 
variance components. The first component of the asymptotic design mean squared error 
is unaffected by the regression estimation used for the between-phase inference. The 
proofs of the theorems are in the Appendix. 
Theorem 2 In two-phase sampling, under A1-A7, A9, 
Jim {»„£„ 
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h j e s j  
V i -  M s i ) y j  -  f t j { s j )  
7r; 7T% 
>= 0 
with <f-probability one. 
The next result shows that the asymptotic mean squared error can be consistently 
estimated under mild conditions. 
Theorem 3 In two-phase sampling, under A1-A10, 
lim nuEp 
N — Ï O O  
V ( N  l t y ( s I I \ s I ) )  -  A M S E ( N  1 t y ( s I I \ s I ) )  0, 
where 
V ( N - H y ( s „  | a , ) )  jJî E 
JÊS/J TTii 7T j j  7T,- • 
1 v^—< j\sj Hi P-i(sIl\sl) Vj Aj(5//|'s/) 
N2 . ^  ~  h j e s j j  7r. 0>/ tt: 7T; 
and 
1 
AMS£CV-lf„(S„|S,)) = — 
-/V —6(7 7T/J 7T/j 
/V2" + T77-Ép/ 53 ^i'ls/^'lsj) 
y; - A»(s/) Vj - Ai(s/) 
TT: 7T% 
Therefore, V(N 1ty(sI1\si)) is asymptotically design-unbiased and design consistent for 
/lMSa(Ar-%(a„|5r)). 
Another variance estimator of the local polynomial regression estimator ty can be 
obtained by applying the local polynomial regression weights cv^s//|s/ in (11) to each of 
the residuals in the second-phase component of the variance estimator in Theorem 3. 
The analogous expression for the generalized regression estimator is given in Sàrndal, 
Swensson, and Wretman (1992, p. 365). 
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3 Simulation Studies 
We conducted simulations to assess the performance of the local polynomial re­
gression estimator proposed for two-phase sampling. We compared the two-phase local 
polynomial regression estimator with several parametric and nonparametric alternatives. 
The estimators used for comparison are as follows: 
TT'ES 7r* estimator equation (1) 
REG linear regression Sàrndal et al. (1992, p. 309) 
REG3 cubic regression 
PS poststratification Cochran (1977, p. 134) 
LPRO local polynomial with q = 0 equation (7) 
LPR1 local polynomial with q— 1 equation (7) 
KERN model-based nonparametric Dorfman (1992) 
The first four estimators are parametric and the rest are nonparametric. Of the 
parametric estimators, TT*ES is purely design-based using no auxiliary information. REG 
and REG3 are model-assisted. For the poststratification estimator, we use ten equally-
spaced strata of auxiliary values chosen to ensure a very small probability of empty 
strata. Among the nonparametric estimators, LPRO and LPR1 are model-assisted and 
KERN is model-based. 
KERN is a suitably modified version of the estimator in Dorfman (1992) to two-phase 
sampling. Specifically, the estimator is 
W = £ Y . +  E  A .  +  ( A ' - N , ) ""A" + "'^"V". 
i&su i'Gs/\s// Wi ' 
where y S [ I  is the second-phase sample mean, As,Vj/ is the mean of predicted values (/},) 
over non-sampled second-phase elements, wi is the inverse of the model variance of ySin 
and w2 is the inverse of the model variance of fiSj\SlI- The Nadaraya-Watson estimator 
is used here. 
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The Epanechnikov kernel, 
K ( t )  ~  ^ (1 - *2M{N<I}> 
and two bandwidth values (0.1 and 0.25) are used for all nonparametric estimators. 
We consider the constant case in addition to the same mean functions used in Breidt 
and Opsomer (2000): 
constant: = 1, 
linear: /i2(z) = 1 + 2 { x  — 0.5), 
quadratic: yU3(x) = 1 + 2 ( x  — 0.5)2, 
bump: /i4( x )  —  1 +  2 ( x  —  0.5) + exp(—200(x — 0.5)2), 
jump: f i 5 ( x )  =  {1 +  2 { x  - 0.5)/{r<o.65}} + 0.65/{T>o.65}, 
cdf: He{x) = $ (1,5~2g) , where $ is the standard normal cdf, 
exponential: Hr{ x )  = exp(—8 x ) ,  
cyclel: ^g(x) = 2 + sin(2%z), 
cycle4: H g ( x )  =  2  +  sin(8?rz), 
with x G [0,1]. The simple design-based estimator, tt*ES is expected to perform best for 
(j,i, and REG to be better than others for because the models are correctly specified. 
The mean function ^ is quadratic, so that it is smooth but far from linear. The function 
is smooth and nearly linear, n5 is not smooth, and /jj is an exponential curve. The 
functions and fj,9 are sinusoids with period 1 and 0.25, respectively. 
The population x, of size N = 1000 are generated as independent and identically 
destributed (iid) uniform(0,1) random variables. The population values (i = 1,..., 9) 
are generated from the mean functions by adding iid iV(0,<72) errors in all cases except 
cdf. The cdf population consists of binary measurements generated from the linear 
population via 
y&k = ^{y2fc<l-5}-
Two values for the standard deviation of the errors are used: a = 0.1 and 0.4. The 
first-phase sample of size n7 = 500 is generated under simple random sampling without 
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replacement (SI) and then, at phase two, a subsample from the selected first-phase 
sample is generated according to a second-phase sampling design. 
In this study, we considered three cases with different second-phase designs: (1) SI in 
phase one and SI in phase two; (2) SI in phase one and STSI (stratified simple random 
sampling without replacement) in phase two; (3) SI in phase one and STBE (stratified 
Bernoulli sampling) in phase two. 
In the SI-SI case, a subsample of size nn = 100 out of the first-phase sample sT was 
selected, and in the SI-STSI case we selected a subsample of size 50 out of the first-
phase sample with x < 0.5 and a subsample of size 50 out of the first-phase sample with 
x > 0.5, so that the total subsample sn of size nu = 100 was selected. 
We examined the case of stratified Bernoulli sampling in phase two because the design 
is related with estimation in the presence of nonresponse. As mentioned in Section 1, 
the theory for two-phase sampling can be applied with minor changes to estimation in 
the nonresponse case. 
In the SI-STBE case, we used the same strata as in the SI-STSI case and chose a 
subsample via stratified Bernoulli sampling with the constant inclusion probabilities for 
all elements in a stratum. For this simulation, we used 0.5 and 0.9 as the constant 
inclusion probabilities in each of strata. The second-phase sample size is random, but 
the expected second-phase sample size EBEI^U} is approximately 350. The TT* estimator 
is inefficient under Bernoulli sampling with variable sample size. So, we also consid­
ered corrected versions of the estimators using estimates of the inclusion probabilities, 
nui/nn and n/72,M/2, where and nnh denote the sizes of the first-phase and second-
phase samples for the stratum h. This method is very useful when the second phase is 
a selection caused by nonresponse. 
The corrected version of TT*ES is much improved over the TT* estimator. The per­
formance of the other estimators is almost the same as that of their corrected versions 
using estimates of the inclusion probabilities. In a survey with nonresponse, the inclu­
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sion probabilities correspond to response probabilities that are unknown but assumed 
constant within groups. 
The sampling rates under SI-STBE in each of strata are about 0.25 and 0.45, while 
the sampling rate in the SI-SI and SI-STSI cases is 0.1. When the second-phase sample 
is caused by nonresponse, the overall nonresponse rate is then about 30%. 
For each combination of mean function, standard deviation of the errors and band­
width, 1000 replicate two-phase samples from the nine fixed populations are selected 
and then the estimators for comparison are calculated. 
Each of Tables 5-8 shows the ratios of design mean squared errors (MSEs) for the 
various estimators to that for the local polynomial regression estimator with q = 1 
(LPRl) in the different second-phase sampling design. Ratios greater than one favor 
LPRl. In all of Tables, the linear regression estimator has similar behavior in the design 
MSE performance over other estimators, though there are differences in the amount of 
improvement in efficiency. 
In Table 5 for the SI-SI two-phase sampling case, the performance of the LPRl 
estimator is overall good, particularly at the small standard deviation a = 0.1. Both 
parametric and nonparametric estimators perform better than the TT* estimator in most 
cases except the constant population, where the ir* estimator is best and the other 
estimators considered are competitive. REG performs best for the linear population as 
is expected. 
Compared to the results for single-phase sampling with the sampling rate 0.1 of Breidt 
and Opsomer (2000), the performance of LPRl shows a generally consistent tendency 
over the other estimators, even if gains in efficiency are relatively small. The sampling 
rate TT* = 0.1 attached to the elements is equal to that in single-phase sampling, but 
improvement in efficiency seems to be not as much as in single-phase sampling because 
auxiliary information is obtained after the first-phase sample is selected in two-phase 
sampling while known for the whole population in single-phase sampling. 
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Table 5 Ratio of design MSE of TTES, REG, REG3, PS, LPRO, and 
KERN estimators to LPRl estimator, based on 1000 replications 
of two-phase sampling (SI-SI) from nine fixed populations with size 
N = 1000. 
Population a h  7T*ES REG REG3 PS LPRO KERN 
0.1 0.10 0.92 0.94 0.95 1.02 0.97 0.95 
constant 0.1 0.25 0.97 0.99 1.00 1.07 0.99 0.99 
0.4 0.10 0.92 0.94 0.95 1.02 0.97 0.95 
0.4 0.25 0.97 0.99 1.00 1.07 0.99 0.99 
0.1 0.10 7.43 0.98 0.99 1.08 1.00 1.30 
linear 0.1 0.25 7.55 1.00 1.00 1.10 1.61 1.62 
0.4 0.10 2.33 0.94 0.96 1.04 0.97 1.01 
0.4 0.25 2.44 0.99 1.00 1.08 1.02 1.12 
0.1 0.10 2.60 2.66 0.96 1.11 1.01 1.12 
quadratic 0.1 0.25 2.65 2.71 0.98 1.13 1.25 1.76 
0.4 0.10 1.07 1.08 0.95 1.03 0.98 0.97 
0.4 0.25 1.12 1.13 1.00 1.07 1.02 1.06 
0.1 0.10 7.22 2.14 1.74 1.25 1.00 1.41 
bump 0.1 0.25 5.07 1.50 1.22 0.88 1.06 1.51 
0.4 0.10 2.64 1.26 1.17 1.09 0.97 1.05 
0.4 0.25 2.49 1.19 1.10 1.02 1.01 1.18 
0.1 0.10 4.22 3.39 1.57 1.27 0.98 1.22 
jump 0.1 0.25 3.35 2.69 1.24 1.01 1.08 1.52 
0.4 0.10 1.35 1.28 1.06 1.06 0.97 0.98 
0.4 0.25 1.35 1.27 1.06 1.06 1.00 1.07 
0.1 0.10 3.56 1.83 1.22 1.09 1.00 1.12 
cdf 0.1 0.25 3.37 1.73 1.16 1.03 1.05 1.41 
0.4 0.10 1.66 1.09 0.97 1.05 0.99 1.01 
0.4 0.25 1.71 1.13 1.00 1.08 1.03 1.12 
0.1 0.10 3.67 2.16 1.04 1.20 1.07 1.36 
exponential 0.1 0.25 3.58 2.10 1.02 1.17 1.39 1.87 
0.4 0.10 1.21 1.06 0.97 1.04 0.99 0.99 
0.4 0.25 1.26 1.10 1.01 1.08 1.04 1.09 
0.1 0.10 7.26 3.34 1.04 1.23 1.04 1.45 
cyclel 0.1 0.25 5.74 2.63 0.82 0.97 1.18 1.87 
0.4 0.10 2.95 1.70 0.97 1.08 0.99 1.12 
0.4 0.25 2.77 1.59 0.91 1.01 1.06 1.32 
0.1 0.10 2.91 2.78 2.68 1.60 1.18 1.91 
cycle4 0.1 0.25 1.02 0.97 0.94 0.56 1.09 1.01 
0.4 0.10 1.95 1.87 1.83 1.35 1.07 1.44 
0.4 0.25 1.02 0.98 0.96 0.70 1.08 1.01 
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Table 6 Ratio of design MSE of 7r*ES, REG, REG3, PS, LPRO, and 
KERN estimators to LPRl estimator, based on 1000 replications 
of two-phase sampling (SI-STSI) from nine fixed populations with 
size N — 1000. 
Population a h  TT'ES REG REG3 PS LPRO KERN 
0.1 0.10 0.92 0.92 0.95 1.01 0.97 0.94 
constant 0.1 0.25 0.97 0.98 1.00 1.07 0.99 0.98 
0.4 0.10 0.92 0.92 0.95 1.01 0.97 0.94 
0.4 0.25 0.97 0.98 1.00 1.07 0.99 0.98 
0.1 0.10 152 0.98 0.98 1.13 0.99 0.85 
linear 0.1 0.25 157 1.00 1.00 1.15 1.06 1.00 
0.4 0.10 1.22 0.93 0.95 1.05 0.97 0.91 
0.4 0.25 1.29 0.98 1.00 1.10 1.00 0.97 
0.1 0.10 2.51 2.54 0.95 1.10 1.00 1.12 
quadratic 0.1 0.25 2.58 2.61 0.98 1.13 1.25 1.76 
0.4 0.10 1.06 1.07 0.94 1.00 0.96 0.97 
0.4 0.25 1.13 1.13 1.00 1.07 1.02 1.07 
0.1 0.10 3.14 2.07 1.79 1.30 1.02 1.06 
bump 0.1 0.25 2.14 1.41 1.22 0.89 1.03 1.11 
0.4 0.10 1.48 1.23 1.20 1.11 0.97 0.96 
0.4 0.25 1.36 1.13 1.11 1.02 0.99 1.02 
0.1 0.10 3.12 3.15 1.57 1.28 0.98 1.12 
jump 0.1 0.25 2.47 2.49 1.24 1.01 1.03 1.35 
0.4 0.10 1.18 1.19 1.06 1.06 0.96 0.96 
0.4 0.25 1.17 1.19 1.06 1.06 0.98 1.02 
0.1 0.10 182 2.01 1.25 1.10 1.01 1.13 
cdf 0.1 0.25 154 1.81 1.13 1.00 1.40 1.34 
0.4 0.10 1.30 1.14 1.01 1.09 1.00 1.01 
0.4 0.25 1.29 1.13 1.00 1.08 1.02 1.08 
0.1 0.10 169 2.08 1.03 1.18 1.06 1.18 
exponential 0.1 0.25 166 2.06 1.02 1.16 1.37 1.84 
0.4 0.10 1.12 1.06 0.96 1.03 0.98 0.97 
0.4 0.25 1.18 1.11 1.01 1.08 1.04 1.09 
0.1 0.10 2.21 3.05 1.05 1.17 1.05 0.94 
cyclel 0.1 0.25 1.98 2.73 0.94 1.05 1.34 1.39 
0.4 0.10 1.33 1.55 0.98 1.04 0.99 0.94 
0.4 0.25 1.33 1.55 0.98 1.04 1.10 1.12 
0.1 0.10 187 175 2.74 1.64 1.14 1.87 
cycle4 0.1 0.25 0.99 0.95 0.95 0.57 1.08 1.01 
0.4 0.10 1.94 1.87 1.88 1.32 1.06 1.42 
0.4 0.25 0.99 0.96 0.96 0.68 1.06 1.00 
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Table 7 Ratio of design MSE of TT*ES, REG, REG3, PS, LPRO, and KERN 
estimators to the LPRl estimator, based on 1000 replications of 
two-phase sampling (SI-STBE) from nine fixed populations with 
size N = 1000. 
Population a h  TT'ES REG REG3 PS LPRO KERN 
0.1 0.10 56.62 0.98 0.99 1.00 0.99 0.99 
constant 0.1 0.25 57.48 0.99 1.00 1.01 1.00 0.99 
0.4 0.10 4.46 0.98 0.99 1.00 0.99 0.99 
0.4 0.25 4.53 0.99 1.00 1.01 1.00 0.99 
0.1 0.10 2.66 1.00 1.00 1.02 1.00 1.26 
linear 0.1 0.25 166 1.00 1.00 1.02 1.02 1.20 
0.4 0.10 1.90 0.99 0.99 1.01 1.00 1.16 
0.4 0.25 1.92 0.99 1.00 1.02 1.01 1.12 
0.1 0.10 37.92 1.61 0.99 1.02 1.00 1.02 
quadratic 0.1 0.25 37.54 1.60 0.98 1.01 1.07 1.27 
0.4 0.10 5.48 1.07 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 
0.4 0.25 5.54 1.08 1.00 1.01 1.01 1.03 
0.1 0.10 3.12 1.17 1.11 1.06 1.00 1.22 
bump 0.1 0.25 2.92 1.10 1.04 0.99 1.02 1.20 
0.4 0.10 2.27 1.09 1.06 1.04 1.00 1.14 
0.4 0.25 2.20 1.06 1.03 1.01 1.01 1.12 
0.1 0.10 4.90 1.51 1.06 1.05 1.00 1.07 
jump 0.1 0.25 4.87 1.50 1.06 1.04 1.05 1.31 
0.4 0.10 1.98 1.10 1.01 1.02 0.99 1.02 
0.4 0.25 2.01 1.12 1.02 1.04 1.01 1.08 
0.1 0.10 6.48 1.20 1.03 1.00 1.00 1.10 
cdf 0.1 0.25 6.38 1.18 1.02 0.99 1.00 1.20 
0.4 0.10 5.87 1.07 1.01 1.01 1.00 1.10 
0.4 0.25 5.82 1.06 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.10 
0.1 0.10 2.82 1.53 1.02 1.09 1.04 1.09 
exponential 0.1 0.25 2.72 1.48 0.99 1.05 1.20 1.33 
0.4 0.10 1.31 1.09 1.00 1.02 1.00 1.01 
0.4 0.25 1.31 1.09 1.00 1.02 1.04 1.05 
0.1 0.10 14.71 1.39 1.00 1.02 1.01 1.28 
cyclel 0.1 0.25 14.04 1.32 0.96 0.97 1.03 1.29 
0.4 0.10 9.69 1.22 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.16 
0.4 0.25 9.51 1.19 0.98 0.98 1.01 1.17 
0.1 0.10 9.25 1.68 1.61 1.23 1.04 1.48 
cycle4 0.1 0.25 5.56 1.01 0.97 0.74 1.08 1.11 
0.4 0.10 6.72 1.46 1.41 1.18 1.02 1.32 
0.4 0.25 4.64 1.01 0.97 0.81 1.07 1.09 
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Table 8 Ratio of design MSE of corrected versions of tt*ES, REG, REG3, 
PS, LPRO, and KERN estimators to the corrected LPRl estimator, 
based on 1000 replications of two-phase sampling (SI-STBE) from 
nine fixed populations with size N — 1000. 
Population a h  TT'ES REG REG3 PS LPRO KERN 
0.1 0.10 0.98 0.98 0.99 1.00 0.99 0.99 
constant 0.1 0.25 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.01 1.00 0.99 
0.4 0.10 0.98 0.98 0.99 1.00 0.99 0.99 
0.4 0.25 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
0.1 0.10 1.27 1.00 1.00 1.02 1.00 1.26 
linear 0.1 0.25 1.28 1.00 1.00 1.02 1.01 1.20 
0.4 0.10 1.13 0.98 0.99 1.01 1.00 1.16 
0.4 0.25 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
0.1 0.10 1.60 1.62 0.99 1.02 1.00 1.02 
quadratic 0.1 0.25 1.60 1.62 1.00 1.02 1.08 1.28 
0.4 0.10 1.07 1.07 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 
0.4 0.25 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
0.1 0.10 1.62 1.17 1.11 1.05 1.00 1.21 
bump 0.1 0.25 1.51 1.10 1.04 0.99 1.02 1.18 
0.4 0.10 1.36 1.09 1.06 1.04 1.00 1.14 
0.4 0.25 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
0.1 0.10 1.82 1.50 1.06 1.05 1.00 1.07 
jump 0.1 0.25 1.81 1.49 1.05 1.04 1.04 1.29 
0.4 0.10 1.18 1.10 1.00 1.02 0.99 1.02 
0.4 0.25 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
0.1 0.10 1.14 1.20 1.04 1.00 1.00 1.11 
cdf 0.1 0.25 1.12 1.19 1.02 0.99 1.01 1.21 
0.4 0.10 1.04 1.07 1.01 1.01 1.00 1.10 
0.4 0.25 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
0.1 0.10 1.96 1.53 1.02 1.09 1.04 1.09 
exponential 0.1 0.25 1.92 1.49 1.00 1.07 1.20 1.34 
0.4 0.10 1.17 1.09 1.00 1.02 1.00 1.01 
0.4 0.25 1.02 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.01 
0.1 0.10 1.19 1.32 1.00 1.02 1.01 1.28 
cycle 1 0.1 0.25 1.17 1.30 0.99 1.01 1.05 1.31 
0.4 0.10 1.09 1.18 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.16 
0.4 0.25 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
0.1 0.10 1.73 1.67 1.62 1.23 1.04 1.48 
cycle4 0.1 0.25 1.05 1.01 0.98 0.75 1.09 1.12 
0.4 0.10 1.49 1.45 1.41 1.18 1.02 1.32 
0.4 0.25 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
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Among parametric estimators, REG3 and PS are better than REG except in the 
constant and linear populations. In most cases, LPRl is competitive or better than the 
parametric estimators, but PS in the bump, cdf, and cycle4 populations and REG3 in 
the exponential and cycle 1 populations are much better than the oversmoothed LPRl 
estimator. 
In comparison with the other nonparametric estimators, LPRl is competitive or 
better in most cases, particularly at the large bandwidth. We also considered the case 
with h = 1 to examine how the nonparametric estimators behave as the bandwidth 
becomes large, but do not report the results here. In theory, the performance of LPRl 
should become similar to that of REG and the performance of LPRO and KERN should 
become similar to that of TT*ES as the bandwidth becomes large. Simulations with 
h = 1 show that this is in fact the case. In practice, the choice of bandwidth can be an 
important issue because the survey weights obtained from a study variable are applied 
to a large number of variables of interest in a survey. Data-driven bandwidth selection 
based on cross-validation can be considered for a set of similar study variables. 
Overall, LPRl is shown to be competitive or better than LPRO and KERN for 
a variety of bandwidths. LPRO and KERN have similar behavior as the bandwidth 
changes, in terms of design MSE. Model-assisted estimators LPRO and LPRl seem to 
be better than the model-based estimator KERN. The LPRl estimator is shown to 
perform best among the nonparametric estimators. In all bandwidths, LPRl is more 
efficient than 7r*ES for all popluations except constant and is more efficient than REG 
for all but constant and linear. LPRl is nearly as efficient for the constant and linear 
populations. 
For the SI-STSI two-phase sampling case with two strata in the first-phase sample 
according to x value, Table 6 shows that LPRl does not gain as large an amount of 
efficiency as in the SI-SI two-phase sampling case of Table 5 over other estimators, but 
the performance of LPRl is consistently good, especially at the small value of a. As 
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is expected, TT*ES is best for the constant population, where the other estimators are 
nearly as efficient, and REG performs best for linear. With respect to design MSE, both 
parametric and nonparametric estimators are better than TT*ES in most cases except 
constant. 
The higher-order parametric estimators (REG3 and PS) generally perform better 
than REG except for the constant and linear populations, and LPRl is competitive or 
better than the parametric estimators in most cases. However, PS in bump and cycle4 
is much better than LPRl with the large bandwidth 0.1. The nonparametric model-
assisted estimators LPRO and LPRl are shown to be better than the nonparametric 
model-based estimator KERN in most cases. LPRl dominates LPRO, and so LPRl 
performs best among the nonparametric estimators. LPRl dominates the simple design-
based estimator TT*ES for all but the constant population, and is more efficient than REG 
for all except constant and linear, where it is competitive. 
Table 7 and Table 8 show the results of MSE ratios of the estimators considered and 
their corrected versions, respectively, for the SI-STBE two-phase sampling case with 
the same strata as in the SI-STSI case. The tables exhibit apparent difference only 
in the MSE ratios of 7r*ES to LPRl and have almost the same values for the other 
estimators. The performance of the TT* estimator in Table 7 is poor, as is expected, due 
to the variation in the sample size. All the other estimators considered here perform 
better than TT*ES for all populations. In Table 8, the performance of the corrected 
version of TT*ES is much improved. The values of MSE ratios are close to one. In 
terms of design MSE, the behavior of corrected LPRl has similar pattern over other 
estimators considered as in Table 5 and Table 6, but improvement in efficiency over 
other estimators is small. Overall, the corrected LPRl estimator seems to be good in 
the MSE performance. Both parametric and nonparametric regression estimators are 
generally better than the corrected TT* estimator using no auxiliary information except for 
the constant population, where corrected TT*ES is best and the rest are all competitive. 
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Corrected LPRl dominates corrected REG for all but constant and linear, while being 
nearly as good for the constant and linear populations. The corrected LPRl estimator 
is also shown to be competitive or better than the corrected versions of REG3 and PS, 
and to perform better than the corrected versions of the other nonparametric estimators 
LPRO and KERN. 
4 Conclusion 
Nonparametric regression estimation has been considered for two-phase sampling, 
which is often employed in complex surveys when no useful auxiliary information about 
the population is available. The methodology is applied to between-phase inference with 
auxiliary information obtained at a first-phase sample. The resulting nonparametric es­
timator is a weighted second-phase sample sum of the study variable of interest and the 
survey weights can be applied to many other variables of interest. The weights are not 
calibrated to known control totals, but are calibrated to the Horvitz-Thompson estima­
tors of known control totals over the first-phase sample. Also, asymptotic properties 
such as asymptotic design unbiasedness and design consistency of the estimator and the 
corresponding variance estimator are proved. Simulation results show that the estimator 
is more efficient than the parametric regression estimators under model regression mis-
specification. The estimator is nearly as good when the parametric regression function 
is correctly specified. 
Appendix: Proofs of Theorems 
To prove the theorems of Section 2, we first state and prove the lemmas in this 
appendix. 
In what follows, asymptotic properties (including convergence and o(-) or O(-)  be­
havior) hold almost surely with respect to £, or more specifically, with respect to the 
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joint probability measure induced by the random vectors {(x,-, y i )} .  For conciseness, we 
will not replace "almost surely with respect to £" throughout the arguments, but instead 
will consider it understood. 
We will use the Taylor linearization technique to examine the design properties of 
the local polynomial regression estimator in two-phase sampling. Note that we can write 
jj,i(sj) — f(N~1S{,6) and = f(N~1Si,8) for some function /, 
s. - rs. m+2 _ 
s t  — J — 
k£s j  TT j khp  h ,  
3g+2 - • 3q+2 
= E 
5=1 >Gs/ 
f t  I  k 
9=1 
and 
s  -  fê- 13<?+2 V—V 1  J r  (%k X{ \  Z L ( Z j z*9k' 
kes j  T i jkh f  h T  Kk\ SJ  
3?+2 
9=1 
Z igk  





( x k  -  Xi) 9  1 g <  2q +  1 
(x k  - Xi) a ~ 2 q - 2 y k  g>2q+l .  
Now, we define by replacing s,- in j l i ( s j )  with EP7[s,]; that is, f i s i  = f (N~ 1 E P l [s i ] ,8) .  
We also define /i; by letting 8 = 0 in fxsi- By the mean value theorem, 
(J -S i  — d f i s i  _8_ 
for some 8* E (0,8), and using a Taylor approximation, we let 
RiN — f j - i ( s i )  — fJ-S i  — jy  Zik ( z  1 
keu  f t  I k  
and 
where 










zifcis/- 53 39+2 " igk"  
S i  =  S i  
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Lemma 1 Under A1-A7, A9, for the remainder terms Ri\Sl of a Taylor series in (14), 
 ^s ** [*<"']=° fey • 
Proof of Lemma 1: Note that 
n- t,h\ 2 i i ' v n  
EE, 
I s ig [s,'s] 
N 
= (1), 
by the proof of Lemma 3 in Breidt and Opsomer (2000). Note also that 





N 5 h 4  E ^-{x i-h N<x1  ,x k ,x i ,xm<xi  +/iw}EP/ E PII (-0(s//|5/) 
X (Ik{sil\sl) 7rA:|s/)(-^z(,s//|'5/) 7r/|s/)('^m('s//|"s/) ^mlsj) 
— Cih N Epj  n  i i  max (j , k , l ,m )eD4:SJ 
X (Il(.SlI |^/) 7T;|S/)(/m(S/j|S/) Tm|s/) 
- Z j 1 S / )  7 T j | S / ) ( / f c ( S j j | 6 j )  7 T f c | S / )  
1 ^2 / l i ^ i - h N^ X ]^ X '+ h N) 
N 
+C2 ^PI NhN 
X(/,(5;;|6;) - 7T,|,J 
nn max ( j , k , l )eD 3 t 3 I  E. 'PII 
i eu  \ j€U 
2, ( I j { s u\ s l  ) f t j \ s i )  (-^fc(s/J Is/) ^k \s j  ) 
3 
1 x-^ (  v ^ I lx i -h f fKxjKxt+hf f}  
i S S  m, 
+C3 
nL&N 1 
N2h% N 'G[/ \jeU m, 
+C4 
n2/z2r 1 ^  ^  I 
N3h% N -et/  \ jeU 
sr^  I  1{xj-hN<xj<xj+hN}  
which remains bounded by A5-A7, A9, and Lemma 2(i) in Breidt and Opsomer (2000). 
The assumptions of Theorem 5.4.3 of Fuller (1996) with a = 1,5 = 4, a4N = 0((n/7/iN)™2) 
and expectation TV-1 J2ieu Ep[-] are then met for the sequence {i?2|S/}. Since this function 
and its first three derivatives with respect to the elements of (A^_1EP [s,], Ar-1EP/ [s,-]) 
evaluate to zero, the result follows. 
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Proof of Lemma 2: Note that 
1 EE; N ' ieu  





NhN EE, i e u  
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X Ep/ [{h j  — f t  I  i )  {hk  — f t  i k )  { I I I  — f t  i l )  { I im — f t  Im)  { I  m ~  ft  In )  {ho  ~  f t lo)]  
Ep/[  {h j  — f t l j )  {hk  — f t  I k )  {h i  — f t  I I )  {hm — f t  Im)  max 
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t o ) 1  
" 5 1 5  ^  I  
+ 
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E I E  
d\ 1 
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Nh„ 
, __^6_ J_ | h x >- h N< x ]<xi+h N }  
"N 1  '  ieu  \ jeu  
which converges to zero as TV -4 oo by A5, A6, A8, and Lemma 2(i) in Breidt and 
Opsomer (2000). The assumptions of Theorems 5.4.3 of Fuller (1996) with a = 1, s = 7, 
and expectation N~l *}2ieu Ep[-] are then met for the sequence Since this function 
and its first six derivatives with respect to the elements of jV-1EP/[s,'] evaluate to zero, 
the result follows. 




N ' E (AiK/ls;) - & W)^ t es j  
= 0.  
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Proof of Lemma 3: By equation (14), 
E P I  Tj E ^ pu - A,(3f))' 





i es !k , ies i  7r/fc7rj' 
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E 
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The first term on the right side of (15), 
J_E E E Zik \s jZ i l \ s j  "^k l \ s j  ^k \ s j"^ l \ s j  
i£s /  k , l£s j  ^1  k f t  11 ^fcls/^ZIs/ 
< 
y^ .  Z i k \ s j  1  7Tfc |^ 7  
i , kes i  r fk  ^ fe ls j  
1 y^ I  Y^ 
Af Z-v 
«'£[/ Uez/ 
J_ yv3' + ~EPJ E E iEs/ k , lÇs j :k^ l  
Z ik \ s jZ i l \ s j  ^k l \ s j  7T^|S/7T;|Sj. 
"^k \s j^ l \ s j  
A2A+m^ AT/ 
-E„ 
N h f  
r i ;  j  .max |7rtj|Sj ^ i \ S l iT  j \ S l \  1 x-^ I x—^ AT EE \7>, i e u  \ k e u  
which converges to zero as N —> oo by A5-A7, and Lemma 2(i) and 2(v) in Breidt and 
Opsomer (2000). The last term on the right side of (15) goes to zero by Lemma 1. The 
cross-product term then goes to zero by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Thus, the result 
is proved. 
Lemma 4 Under A1-A6, A8, 
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Proof of Lemma 4: We write 
l_  
N  53 Ep U f l i i s , )  -  m )
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yV i'GC/ 
(16) 
By (13), the first term on the right side of (16), 
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By the proof of Lemma 3 in Breidt and Opsomer (2000), the first term on the right side 
of (17), 
1 
yy 5  y  ^ 1  z i k z i l z im z inEp 
ieU k , l ,m,neU 
f 
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I*-  A (h i -1 
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-1  U— _ i ft, ft, 
23 A,-M 5 h 4 j V  
"n i , k , l ,m,neU 
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X Ep/ [(/jfc — f t j k )  ( I I I  — f t  I I )  (  I  Im — f t  Im )  ( I In  ~  ft  In)]  
as N goes to infinity. Also, the last term on the right side of (17), N~ x  Y^ieu  Ep [ -R^] ,  
converges to zero as N —¥ oo by Lemma 2, and then all the remaining cross-product 
terms go to zero by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. 
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By equation (12), the second term on the right side of (16), N'1 Ylieu EP[(A*«' — /A')4], 
converges to zero as N —¥ oo. All the remaining cross-product terms on the right side 
of (16) go to zero by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Hence, the result follows. 
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Lemma 5 Under A1-A7, A9, 
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Proof of Lemma 5: By equation (14), 
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x  ( l j ( s l l \ s l )  ~  f t j \ s j )  ( h ( s l l \ s l )  ~  7Tt|„) ( i l i s n l s j )  -  7T,|S/) ] 
< aiE 
' P i  n I T  max ( i , j , k , l ) e D 4 i 3 I  
E 
' P I I  (^(S//|S/) — 7Ti|S/) (//(S/jIS,) — 7Tj|S/) 
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x (^(s/zls/)— 7T^|S/^/;(S//|S/)— 7T/|sj) 1 j 1  V™^ I  l j x , -h N <x k <x,+h N }  Nh n  
-j-dgE p i  n ! j max ( i , j , k ) e D 3 t S j  
x (/fc(s//|s/) — T^js/) 
E PII { l i ( sn \s j )  — Ttt'lsj) (^(Sj/ls/) — 7Tj|S/) 





a 3 nn 1 y-  (  y^  I { x t - h N < x j < x t + h N }  |  
& VW y 
y> I  y^ I{ x <- h N<xj<x,+h N }  \ 
& ^ / 
a 4 n I I  0-5 n I l  
#^Tv^^ / ' #2/1% 
which converges to zero as N —¥ oo by A5-A7, A9, and Lemma 2(i) and 2(v) in Breidt 
and Opsomer (2000). Next, 
a*nu 
c3 n  ^  EE, 4, -> 0 as —> oo, 
by Lemma 1. Finally, the cross-product term goes to zero by the Cauchy-Schwarz 
inequality, and so the result follows. 
Proof of Theorem 1: By Markov's inequality, it suffices to show that 
t y (S l l \S l )  — ty  
We write 
Er 
t y { s n \ S j )  —  t y  
N 
First, for A N ,  
E„ TV vie su  
lim Er N-i-oo A N 
= 0. 
< Ep 1 I V—t Hi sr~^ 
+E, 
+E, 
1  ^ 2  H i { s l )  ^ 2  
71". !>/ 
1 ^2  fr i ( s n \ s , )  -  A,(a,) ^  _  I j j s j j l s j Y  
N ' tes j  
—  A N  +  B n  +  C j v .  
TTn 7T 





J2 foil»/ ~ B 
»j'es/ *1 




—>•0 as iV oo 
E^ + 
E PI Tijj max, jesj 
TV ' i'GCZ 
: i^ j  \ f t i j \ s i  |  
H TV ' X>? t'Gt/ 
by A6, A7 and the fact that limsup^^^ TV 1 5Ziei/ y f  <  oo. Then it follows that AN —> 0 
as TV —> oo. Next, for £N 
g ( J_ ^2 A'fo) ^ ^'(^//l^/) 










0 as TV —> oo 
EE»[AW + 
f t i \ s ] f t j \ s j  
A2A+2n7/Ep/ ~~ ^'M/^ik/I^E A;(
5/) 
t€t/ 
by A6, A7 and Lemma 2(iv) in Breidt and Opsomer (2000). Thus, B N  —> 0 as TV —»• oo. 
Finally, 
Cw = Er 1 /<z(s//|Sj) /<i'(S/) / ^i(<5//|S/) ïv ^ 11 iGs /  7T/i 71" «Is/ 
< 
j_ v- (A,(-s//k/) - A(s/))2 
TV TT2-«G «/ 
0 as TV —» oo 
E% 1 fi A'(s//|sj) 
îv.à- 1—Ï— Î'GS/ i'|s/ 
1/2  
since 
E„ J_ y- (^(-S/jI-S/) -  A,(a,))2 
A •f-' tG «/ TT; 
—>• 0 as TV —>• oo 
using A6 and Lemma 3, and 
E JL ^ ( i_ ^(•Sj/l,S/) 
i es j  \  ^A»!  
by A7. Hence, the result is proved. 
= E PI 
1 yv  1  f t j \ s j  
^ & ^1'/ -H 
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Proof of Theorem 2: Let 
n 
1 / 2  ( ty (S i , \S j )  t y  
I N 
n)[ 2  
N E ^ - E *  v'es/ 11 i eu  
y '  Hi  )  ^2  Vi  ~  Tin  
' AT 
n){2 ^ jû t-(sj) - /ii(s//|s/) (/i(s/j|s/) 
VÊS// 7T,- îGS/ 7T/î 
AT E -1 i6s/ 
= a AT + + cw, 
7T,v 7T *l«/ 
Then 
"//Ep 
^(•S//!^/) — t y  
N 
= Er, +  Ep b 2 N  + Ep 
+ 2 Ep [<XAT6w] + 2 Ep [ojvCn] + 2 Ep [6JVCn] 
Here, 
E„ 
so that limsup^^oo Ep [a^] < oo, using the argument in the proof of Theorem 2 in Breidt 
and Opsomer (2000). Next, 
E„ 
< 
—E ^2 p; 
1 1 
¥X+Nf  
53 (""vis/ ^'Is/^ils/ ) %/, - 2/j -
i jGs/ 7TJ tt: 
Eep- [(k - AM)2] 
i eu  
A2A+2Ep/ n 7 /  max |7r,j|s - 7r:-|s 7Tj|s | — E ~ /Ms/)) tec/ 
under A5-A7. Since lim sup^_^ iV 1 ^iG[/ (y; — //,(s7))2 < oo by Lemma 2(iv) in Breidt 
and Opsomer (2000), thus limsup^^ Ep [6^] < oo. The cross-product term, 
Ep [cïjv&JV] — EP/ [cijvEp^j. [^N]] — 0. 
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By Lemma 5, Ep [c^] = o(l), so that the remaining cross-product terms converge to zero 
by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Hence, the theorem follows. 
Proof of Theorem 3: We write 
n n E p  V(Ar-%(a„|a,)) _ AMSE(Ar%(g,f|g,)) 
< r i j jEp  E 
^ wee; 




AT2 E ( n i j \ s i  ^ î ' I s / ^ i l s / )  
i , j6s i  
K l i f t  I  j  V  f t i j  y 
ft; ft ; f t i j \ s j  
~ÀE" i , j£s j  
!/, - !/; - Aj W 
ft; ft; 
+nnEp j \ j2  E (^v'ls/ ^i'ls/^ils/) I 2 
ij'es/ I 
2/t - A, W -
7T7 7r; 
f r i ( s i )  -  M S lMi)  f l j ( s j )  -  f i j i s n l s j )  1 /.-(sjjIs^/Xs^Is;) 
* i  
= AN + BN + Cw. 
First, 
A N ^ 7i//E 
+  n u E p  
ft; 77.  i jUl  
1  ^  ft l i j  f t  l i f t  I  j  (  I l i l l j  
i \ j2  E y^ j  
^ i,jeez f t  l i f t  I  j  7r 
1 
F2 E ViVr i , j eU f t  l i f t  I j  
The first term on the right side of (18) converges to zero as N —> oo by Theorem 3 of 
Breidt and Opsomer (2000). For the second term on the right side of (18), 
11]
- l )  
I lJ  J  
I i l j  In  h i  
n *J  f t l i j  
(18) 
n nEpj  Var (1 r—\  f t  l i j  f t  l i f t  1  j  1 l i  (*^ II | *5/) I j  (*^// | I ) ^£„ y - v , ^r*  nj f t i j \ s /  
— n n Ep 
ylvX 1  ~  f t l i  1  — f t lk  ^• ( •S j / l -g / )  — f t j \ s j  h (sn \s i )  — f tk \ s j  
+2n^Ep 
y-v  HiUkUl  1 f t  l i  f t i k l  f t  ik f t  i l  1 
• i£s j  k , lÇ.s i :k^ l  N4 ft, f t  l k  f t  11  f t l i j  
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Ii(sii\sj) — 7T,-|SJ — ^kl\s! 
7T TWI»/ 
+n^Ep £ E 
V i y j V k y i  ^ l i j  ^ i i ^ l j  1  ^ i k l  ^ i k ^ l l  l  
N  4 L i j esr .&j  k , ies r . k& " n nj  ^ ik^ i i  ^ ik i  
7»'(S//|S/)/J(S//|SJ) TJJ|S/ 7FC(SJJ|S/)/;(SJJ|S/) 7TFC/|SJ 
X 
7T: i j \ s i  ^k l \ s j  
— A\ N + 2A2N + Asjv. 
Here, 
Aijv < 1 t lj j  |7Tjj|s/ ^"i|s/^"i|s/I A^A+AT 
—^ 0 as N  —b  00 
A4A+2AT £ 
i e u  
y j_  
N  
by A5-A7 and the fact that limsup^^ N  Y l i e u U i  <  ° ° >  and 
Z' 1 I {NII L^/ÎJ ~~ 7R/T'7R/J|) Am 
- °IfJ + ÂîÂfÂf 
X — E  
n ,  
Pi  n u  max ( i , j , k , l ) e D i t S I  
E VII (A(5//|3/)/j(5//|5/) - 7Tîj|s/) 
1 
x(/fc(s//|s/)7;(sJJ|sJ) - TT^l^) 
—> 0 as TV —>• 00 
N  '  i e u  
by A5-A7, A9, and the fact that limsup^^ N ~ l  Y l i e u  H i  < Then the cross-product 
term, A2n, goes to zero as A^ —^ oo by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, so that the second 
term on the right side of (18) converges to zero as N —» 00. Thus, it follows that AN —> 0 
as N —> 00. 
Next, 
Bn <: nj/Ep 1 v- / ^Vi  ~  Vi (s i )y j  ~  P- j i s j )  f l i i su ls^I j i s j t l s , )  ^ÇKw-^i.,)— -,— [ — 1 
- \ -T l j j  E I I ^ V l  
î,j€s/ 
^ V („  _ _ \V i  ~ A»(^/) yj ~ Aj("^/) 
ïy2 2-v V^î'ils/ ^>/^M 
i.jes/ 7T,' 7Tj 
53 (^'ik/ ^ils/^ils/) 
i , j es i  
!/, - A,(a/) !/, -
7T7 tt: 
— ^lAT + B2N.  
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For fiijv, consider 
n i lEp;  Var 
1 i—\ ^ i j \ s j  TT.VjTTjI. j Vi  f t j { s l )  UJ fa j jS j )  
n i j \ s r  Kj  P I I  \  j y2 53 
— T^jjEp 1 /i _ \/i _ \ (Z/: Ai(
s/)) (?/A: A/c(s/)) 
L (l-W(l-7rt|,,) 
iV î.fcgsj 7r/,7r» 
x / -A"(gjj|gj) _ ^ 7fc(S//|Sj) 1 
+2n^Ep 
V *I\SI J V *K\SI ) 
jiZ 1: (i-T.i„)(T«l.,-ni.^,l.,)(!/i"/i(;'))2 
-i* „•/-«. L L-i; "/t7'z 
X 
i£s/ k,l£sj:k^l 




7r 71". (>/ ^fcZIs/ 
*r4 53 53 7ri|s/7rj|s/)(7rfcZ|s/ TTkU^Hsj) 
k , les j :k^ l  
y i  -  fn(s i )  y j  -  Ai(^ / )  yk  -  AtW yi  -  A/Q/)  
^ TTf TTj 7T^ 
V ^vls/ / \ / 
Snjv + 2Bi2jv + Bi3 N .  
Here, 
5hjv 5; O 1 N,  
0 as iV 
A4A+4JV^' 
n// . kiA:|sj ~~ ^'Is/TTfcls^— 53 (%/' ~~ Ai'(s/))4 î,kesj:tt K VV -çy 
00 
by A5-A7 and the fact that limsup^^ A^ 1 J2ieu(y i  ~  Ai'(s/))4 < oo, and 
fl,3w 5; 0 + AT/ ^ E p/ îj€S/:Î^J 
x max ( i , j , k , l )€D 4 t 3 I  - 7T.Ï|S/)(/fc(S//|S/)//(S/7|5/) - 7TW|,J 
1 
XT7 53 (%/' ~~ Ai(s/))4 
jV i'Gt/ 
0 as oo 
by A5-A7, A9, and the fact that limsup^^ A^ 1 J2ieu(yi ~ A^5/))4 < The Cauchy-
Schwarz inequality can be applied to show that B12N —>• 0 as N —>• oo. So, BIN converges 
to zero as iV oo. 
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For B-2 NI 
J Vl  E 
(%/i - - m) 
X 
7T ii"K ij 
~^i j \ s i  ^ i \ s i7^ j \ s i  
I I I  I l j  Epj  7r I i i l i j  
E 
TV2 ^ , j e u  7 T i i 7 T i j  
!/' f1* ( (nij\si f « /„ \\ 
^ ^ (m 
-E 'PI 
+^E E jet 
-E 
1 (""vls/ ^ i \ s^ j \ S I )h i I l j  
i , j e u  
^i'Is/^jlsj 
B2IJV + 2£?22n + 523at. 
- A;( 
Pi (^, - A,(-S/)) - A; W) 
For the first term on the right side of (19), B-2\NI  
(2 /»  f ^ù iv j  f^ j )  n i j \ s i  ^ l ' I s j^ i l s /  r  r  
/ v „ „ „ _ l l i* I]  
«Jet; I T  l i f t  I j  
n u A' i )  (? / fc  f t k )  n  
N 4 L - - Cov 
7ri|sj7T;'|sj 
/ 1 ~ 
i , k e U  




( l / i  — Hi) 2 ( l lk  — Hk){y i  — f t l )  
& J  k , l e u : k ^ j  
1 — 7Ti|s/ 
P I  
7r/1'7r/fc7r/Z 
r 7rA/|»/ 7rfc|s/7TZ|sj r r j / i ,  i l k  h i  
+nt< E E 
i , jSU: i^ j  k , l£U:k^ l  
^i\sj ^k\sIftl\sI , 
(y, - w)(î/j - m) (l/t - M(2/i - m) 
7r,,-7r 
xCov P I  
x 7ri|sJr7rj|s/ 
^lljv + 2&12W + &13JV-
/t " /J 
I i l l j i  
^ ik^ l l  
"^ i j \ s j  ^ î ' I s /^ i l s /  r  T  f t k l \ s i  ^ fc l s /^ZIs /  1  Ti l  i 




A4A+2 AT7V 53 (ZA - w)4 iec/ 
+ F F  
0 a s  N  — ï  0 0  
Gov P i  
1 ftj\Sl j 1 ^fcls/ j ^  
7T; i|sj 7Tfc|s; ^ 53 (y< - A* J V  i e u  
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under A5-A7, AlO, and the fact that limsupiet/ N 1 J2ieu (& ~ Vif < and 
1 X 1 
Ï  <  
^kl \s i  ^k \ s j^ l \ s j  
b
" ~  -  
0 { J )  + F covPJ r"1" \ "\'|sj ^ j\sj 
I  l k  I I I  j ;  S(y« - Vi f  
J V  i e u  f t k \ s j f t l \ s j  
by A5-A7, AlO, and the fact that lim sup ieU N'1 J2ieu (Vi ~ Vif < oo, and then the 
cross-product term, &i2jv, converges to zero as TV —f oo by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. 
Thus, B2IN in (19) goes to zero as TV —» 00. For the third term on the right side of (19), 
B23N, 
nn yar { ^ j j^ i  ~  7 T i \ s j 7 t j \ s j I l i I l j  ( /J - j  ~  f t j ( s j ) ) (^ j  ~  f i j ( s I ) )  \  
N A  \  i, jeu  f t  l i f t  i j  /  
• i .  s  i «  -  « • • » •  •  
K"„ - Tt|,;T[|„)/jt//l {/jt _ (m _ Msi))\ 
+™L J2 J2 — — 
Klkf t l l  
XCov,, ( ( W  -  A i ( « , ) )  ( t o  -  À ' ( » . ) ) ,  
X 7rî|sJr7rj'|sj 
( (W - (W - M'. ) )  )  
^k \ s i ^ l \ s j  )  




- Â4T+2 77 ZEP/ [ (Vi  ~  At(-s/))4] 
A  ^  J V  i e u  
0 as N —> 00 
using A5-A7, and Lemma 4, and 
633,1 = 
°(f) + ^ Î, 23 
, j , k , leU- . ( i , j , k , l )ED i t U  n i i 7 T l i  K^f t i l  
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xCov,, ( („, _ /;,(«,)) („. -Aj(s,)), 
\ 7T:|s;7Tj|s; 
Kk\sini\Sl 
(m - A*:(s/)) (m - v i (s i ) )  
< o ( ^ 
TV/ ' A"A+4 | ^  
+ ( ep/ 
Ti l l  .  .max \ f t i j \ s j  
1 
2 1 
-T7 53 _ Ai(s/)) 
yV i£Z7 
n n  max |7Tjj|S/ 1 53 Ai(s/)) 
'jSsr'W iv f. ^ 
< 0(-^l+T^TTE. jyy ' AH+4 
—> 0 as TV —oo 
n// max |7rtj|S/ 7ri'|S/7rj|S/1 I 53 (/^' AiC5/)) 
/  iv  { .  y  
under A5-A7, and Lemma 4. By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the cross-product 
term, 632*, goes to zero as TV —»• 00, and then it follows that B23.1v in (19) converges to 
zero as TV -4- 00. Also, we can show that B22n in (19) goes to zero, following the same 
argument as in B2zN. Therefore, B2n converges to zero as TV goes to infinity, and shows 
that BN —»• 0 as TV —)• 00,  combined with B\N. 
Finally, 









!/, - AX^;) Aj(a;) -
IT  7T3 53 (^ik/ ^t'ls/^ils/) I 2 
Ai(s j )  -  Ai( 5 / / ! 5 / )  Aj ( s i )  -  AX 5 / / ! 5 / )  1  A"(-S /7 |5 / ) / j (S /7 |S / )  
717 7T] ""ijl»/ 
< A=A+= 1 TV irZE„, [(„, - A(S,))2] E„ JJ 53 (£.(«/) - A(s..|s/))' 
iGs j  
1 / 2  
^2^+2 Ep 
A^A+2A+ 
4 53 (A<(s/) - £i(s//M)" 
iGs/ 
E p/  7î// max |7Tt-j|sj 7Ti[sz7Tj|s7 | 
1 / 2  
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f r i 11ly*2 |  Ep, — ^2  (y i  ~  Vi ( s ' ) ) 2  T7 E  Ep/7  (At ' ( s / )  ~  At ' ( s / / I s / ) ) 2 ]  |  
1 L *es/ iV tes/ J J 
1 
^A2A+2A+^" 
-4- 0 as N —>• oo 
max |7Tj-j|s/ ^ils/^jls/1 , r 53 ^ PII (A»(5/) AîC5//!5/)) iV L 
by A5-A7 and Lemma 3. The result is proved. 
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
The efficient use of available auxiliary information for improving the precision of 
survey estimators is an important issue in sample surveys. Various estimation procedures 
have been developed to use such auxiliary information. 
In practical applications, parametric regression techniques are used as a general tool 
and have good efficiency when the parametric regression model is correctly specified. 
However, there is no improvement over a purely design-based approach and potentially 
even a loss of efficiency under parametric misspecification. Breidt and Opsomer (2000) 
proposed a nonparametric model-assisted estimation method based on local polynomial 
fitting. The methodology of Breidt and Opsomer (2000) can be extended to complex 
survey designs, which is commonly used in many large-scale surveys. 
This dissertation contains two research papers. The first paper proposes the local 
polynomial regression estimators of finite population totals for two-stage element sam­
pling. Complete auxiliary information for primary sampling units is incorporated in 
the construction of the estimators, following the method of Breidt and Opsomer (2000). 
The local polynomial regression estimator is a nonparametric version of the general­
ized regression (GREG) estimator described in Sârndal, Swensson and Wretman (1992). 
The estimator is a linear combination of cluster total estimators, with weights that 
are calibrated to known control totals. We show that the estimator is asymptotically 
design-unbiased and design consistent under mild assumptions. We provide a consistent 
estimator for the design mean squared error of the estimator. Simulation results show 
that the local linear regression estimator dominates several parametric estimators when 
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the model regression function is incorrectly specified, while being nearly as efficient when 
the parametric specification is correct. The nonparametric estimation approach performs 
better than the Horvitz-Thompson estimator and the linear regression estimator in an 
example using data from the 1995 National Resources Inventory Erosion Update Study. 
The second paper considers nonparametric model-assisted estimation in two-phase 
sampling, based on local polynomial regression. The regression model is used for the 
between-phase inference. The nonparametric estimator of the total of a finite popula­
tion is expressed as a weighted sum of the observed values of the study variable over a 
second-phase sample. The weights are not calibrated to known control totals, but are 
calibrated to the first-phase sample Horvitz-Thompson estimators. We derive theoreti­
cal design properties such as asymptotic design unbiasedness and design consistency of 
the estimator and the corresponding variance estimator. A simulation study shows that 
the estimator is more efficient than parametric regression estimators under model mis-
specification, while being nearly as efficient when the parametric specification is correct. 
The above methods can be extended in many ways, by considering different types of 
auxiliary information in two-stage sampling, that is, to two-stage sampling with either 
complete element auxiliary information or limited element auxiliary information for all 
elements in selected primary sampling units only, and by considering other nonpara­
metric regression techniques. In particular, the extension to two-stage sampling with 
limited element auxiliary information has many practical applications because such aux­
iliary information is easily obtained in many surveys. The methodology is based on local 
polynomial regression, in some situations, however, other smoothing techniques can be 
preferable. The extended methodology can be applied to practical survey problems such 
as small area estimation (Rao, 2003) and nonresponse adjustment. 
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